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Purpose

The purpose of the study was to present a theoretical framework
for the concept of attitude and to examine the attitudes of selected
subjects within this frame of reference.

It was hoped that the results

would clarify the concept of "attitude” and that they would provide
solutions for problems in education.
Method
A theoretical framework which consisted of sixteen propositions
dealing with organization, structure, function, and change of attitudes
was presented as the frame of reference.
The 180 subjects who responded to the questionnaire that was
prepared for this study were selected f±om the student body of Andrews
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University, Michigan.

They included male and female students in the

first and third years of college and in greuiuate school.

They re

sponded to attitude statements which measured the affective, the
cognitive, and the action components of their attitudes toward national
defense, politics, and religion.
The scores were used to determine component loadings and the
intercorrelations between the components.

These were used to locate

the attitude objects in the attitude space, to draw the attitude
structures, and to examine attitude changes.
Eleven hypotheses were formulated.

The first four hypotheses

dealt with the usefulness of the framework and formed the first part
of the analysis of the data.

They dealt with the organization of

attitudes, the hierarchical order of the components, and the role of
arousal in attitude study.
The remaining hypotheses considered the differences in subject
groups, in terms of the theoretical frame of reference, and formed the
second part of the analysis of the data.
Results
The following results were obtained:
1.

The organization of attitudes toward religion is not more

consistent than attitudes toward the other two areas.
2.

The attitude components are hierarchical.

3 . Attitudes of subjects who have aroused attitudes are better

organized than those in groups with non-aroused attitudes.
4.

The arousal scores in related eureas correlate with each

other.
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5.

The value profiles of the subjects are very similar.

6.

Female subjects' attitudes tend tc be mere expressive

than males'.
7.

Male subjects' attitudes are more instrumental than those

of female subjects.
8.

The attitudes of graduate students toward religion are more

positive than those of students in the college levels.
9.

There is no difference between males and females in the

degree of positiveness in attitudes toward national defense and
politics.
10.

There is no difference in males' and females' attitudes

toward religion.
11.

The various attitude areas have a higher correlation in the

groups of college students than in the groups of graduate students.
Conclusions
The theoretical framework proved useful in the study of
attitudes.

It permitted the investigator to gather information about

structures of attitudes ; structural changes ; differences in attitude
structures between groups; and the relationships between different
attitude components.

This information can be useful in clarifying

the concept of "attitude" and in finding solutions to problems
in education, the behavioral sciences, and so forth.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Concept of Attitude
Not much more than a century ago, the term "attitude" was used
exclusively with reference to a person's posture.

People were often

described as "adopting a threatening attitude" or "defiant attitude."
These terms referred to the individual's physical mien.

Today, the

word is still used in this manner; but "attitude" increasingly con
notes the psychological rather than the physical orientation of an in
dividual ; his mental state rather than bodily stance.
Problems may be caused when the seune term is used in both scien
tific and everyday language.

The scientific use of a term may not be

intended to carry connotations identical to the common meaning of
the word.

The opposite alternative— the invention of technical terms

of impeccable Greek or Latin etymology— does not solve the problem
either.

The advantage of using a term which is available in some sense

to cill is that it can be used in a discussion of attitudes without
causing anyone to back off for fear of undergoing the difficult
procedure of defining the term.
This in not to say that there axe no difficulties in defining
the concept of attitude.

Indeed, there axe.

For several decades there

has been a continuous undercurrent of controversy over both the theo
retical and the operational definition of the term.

A study of atti-
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tude researchers reveals this conflict.

At the same time, such study

shows that it is often tetter to examine the concepts as a continual
procedure in conjunction with uscige of the concepts formed.

It is

tetter, in other words, to turn tack on the concept with the benefit
of hindsight than to endeavor a precise specification in advance.
Research on attitude defies the meticulous division of the
social sciences into separate disciplines with closed boundaries.
"Attitudes" was once the concern of philosophy.

As the different

social sciences acquired sepeirate identities, they claimed property
rights on certain themes and concepts.

"Intelligence" became the prop

erty of psychology, "social class" of sociology, for example. But
the property rights on "attitude" are not clear-cut in favor of any one
discipline.

"Attitude" bridges psychology and sociology.

"Attitudes"

have their social reference in their origins, their development,
ajid in their objects, while, simultaneoulsy, they have a psychological
reference in the inherent make-up of an individual and the way he
functions.
Attitude Theory
One striking fact stands out when one leafs back through the
history of attitude theory.

With rare exceptions, usage of the phrase

"attitude theory" was literaJ-ly non-existent.

Even in the 195^

Hand

book of Social Psychology (Lindzey, 195^) this was so, despite the
extent of interest in theory-building.

In the Handbook of Social

Psychology. field and role theories amd cognitive and psychoanalytic
theories were included, but the took did not include a specific
chapter on theory of attitudes.

Even the attitude-relevant chapters
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on prejudice and mass communications focused on empirical findings to
the near exclusion of theoretical analysis.

Likewise, a more recent

text entitled Theories of Social Psychology (Deutsch & Krause, 1965)
and two otherwise comprehensive literature reviews (McGuire, 1966;
Hoscovice, I963 ) did not provide a separate discussion on attitude
theories.

It was only in 196? that books dealing specifically with

attitude theory were first published (Fishbein, 1967; Insko, 196?).
Past reluctance to apply the label of theory to attitudes can be
attributed, in part, to a desire to reserve that term for the more
traditional areas of perception, learning, cognition, and motivation.
However, attitudes possess the basic characteristics required of a
theoretical construct, that of having multiple antecedents and of
affecting multiple responses.
Since 1967, attitude research has concentrated on theoretical
treatments of the processes underlying attitude change.

Problems of

definition and measurement are discussed only when required for un
derstanding the determinants of attitude change in aziy particular
theoretical position.
The early work on attitudes (Allport, 1935: Kurphy, Murphy &
Newcomb, 1937; Sherif & Cantril, 19^5? 1946, 1947) was concerned with
descriptive analysis, the influence of gross environmental variables,
and individual differences.

The value of this work lies in the

demonstration of the applicability of attitude as a psychological
construct, and in proving that an attitude was a situationally
modifiable characteristic of the individual.
Fleming (1967) surveyed the conceptual properties of attitudes
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and emphasized the evolution of the affective, cognitive, and action
components.

Greenwald, Brock, and Ostrom (1968) review the work and

theories that exist today.

Their survey encompasses such theories as

learning-behavior theory, the eidetic theory, and the cognitive-integration theory.

These theories relate the structure of attitudes to a

general psychological theory.

This is specifically the case of the

cognitive consistency models which are abundant today.

However, each

of these theories emphasize only one or two of the above components.
The affective aspect of attitudes has always been emphasized.
While the relevance of other non-affective aspects of attitudes was
recognized (Krech & Crutchfield, 1948; Smith, 194?) and measurement
procedures were available (Abelson, 1955; Lazarsfield, 1950: Thrustone,
1947), researchers appeared satisfied with this single aspect of atti

tudes for their attention.

This emphasis continues today.

The bulk

of attitude research and, consequently, the theory developed to
understand the attitude process continue to focus primarily on
affect, to the detriment of understanding the other characteristics
of attitudes.
Attitude as an Ob.iect of Educational Research
The aim of education is change.

Consequently, the most im

portant variables in educational research are those which describe
the process of change.

Generally, the variables studied by educational

researchers are classified into three groups, namely, stimulus, organism,
and response variables.
and third groups.

Attitude research has emphéisized the first

But it is impracticable to describe and explain

learning and teaching processes by concentrating on the study of two
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variables.

The intervening variables— organism variables— must be

taken into account.

Attitudes belong to this group of variables.

Attitude is commonly defined as an established manner of
responding to a particular object.
in an individual

If a particular object generates

a consistent response which can be described as

"positive" or "negative", it is said that such an individual has an
attitude toward this object.

Educational research is interested in

attitudes because: (l) the knowledge thus obtained facilitates the
prediction of an individual's behavior towards an attitude object,
(2 ) attitudes will influence the extent and the kind of information
concerning the attitude object which will be accepted, (3 ) the teaching
process is, very often, a function of the teacher's attitudes, and (4)
attitude education is an integral part of education's socialization
function.
It is generally accepted that there exists a relationship
between attitudes and behavior, although the correlations between
them aire not very clear.

If a researcher tries to discover the rela

tionships in an effort to facilitate educational decision-making, he
must take into account attitude formation and attitude change.
This is important.
Attitudes toward the source and the object of information have
an impact on how the information is accepted by the learner.
tudes appear to work like a filter.

Atti

The stronger the attitude is, the

less information contrary to it will get through.

Also educators must

be aware of the effects of attitudes in communication processes if
their efforts are to be relevant to the learner.
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The teacher's own attitudes have a hearing on the educational
process.

Attitudes toward educational objects will determine the

choice of policies and procedures in real-life situations.

It is,

therefore, necessary to account for the origin of attitudes and to
investigate the correlation between attitudes and behavior.
Finally, the so-called normative expectations of a society
are directed to the behavior of its individuals and controlled by its
sanctions.

To teach these expectations is a part of the socialization

function of education.

The normative inclinations to approve or

disapprove may be called normative attitudes.

One must include,

therefore, questions related to attitude-leaming within the scope of
educational research.
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of the study was to present a theoretical frajnework for the concept of attitude and to examine the attitudes of
selected students. In order to accomplish this the following steps
were -taken:
1.

A theoretical framework is discussed in chapter III.

This framework formed the central part of this study and was used as
a frame of reference.
2.

An empirical explanation of the framework was carried out

by analyzing how the attitude components interrelated to form struc
tures; by examining the changes in attitude structures of the subject
groups at the different levels of training; and by searching into the
role of arousal in the formation and change of attitude structures.
3.

The results obtained were used in an attempt to clarify
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the concept of attitude and to relate the function of attitudes to
the search for solutions to the problems of education.
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
The interpretation of the results of attitude research has
often been arduous and fruitless.

This is partly due to the fact that

many researchers operate with the same concepts in different ways and
partly because attitudes have been considered global and unstructured.
The frustration that this causes has motivated some researchers to call
for the rejection of the concept of attitudes as totally fruitless (Doob,
19^ 7 ).

The research on attitudes is going through a period of crisis,

as intelligence research did in the past.

The global and unstructured

concept is slowly being rejected, and a closer scrutiny is being made
of the inner structures of attitudes.

At the same time it has been

observed that it is worthwhile to disco'er the reason for having atti
tudes and which functions of the personality system are served by them.
In this study an attempt shall be made to find what attitudes
"might be".

It is a temptation to attempt to find what attitudes

"really" are, but a discussion of how attitudes could be meaningfully
described in terms of applied research will have to be satisfactory.
To accomplish this past must be drawn up and built upon.

Conse

quently, this review of literature will consist of the following
sections1
1.

History of the concept of attitude

2.

Underlying processes

8
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3.

Functions of attitudes

4.

Theories of attitudes

History of the Concept of Attitude
The concept of attitude is a distinctive and indispensable
concept in social psychology.

It is a favored term because it is not

the property of any one psychological school of thought.

It, also,

escapes the controversial polemics concerning the relative influence
of maturation and environment.

As it combines heredity and habits in

any proportion, it does not commit itself either to environmentalism
or to phenomenology.

The term may also be applied in single individuals

or in broad patterns of culture.

The term has, therefore, been

accepted and has been established as the keystone of social psychology;
so much so, that some writers (Bogardus, 1931; Folsom, 1931) define
social psychology as the scientific study of attitudes.

The term has

become something of a factotum for both psychologists and sociolo
gists.

It has become universal and plays a central role in most of

the systematic studies in social and individual psychology.

It

deserves, therefore, unusual attention.
The word "attitude" is derived from the Latin aotus.

It means

fitness or adaptness and connotes a subjective mental state of prepara
tion for action.

With usage the term can refer to the outward or

visible posture of a figure in statuary or painting.

Psychologists

have preserved those meanings when they speak of "mental attitudes"
amd "motor attitudes."

Herbert Spencer (1862) tadks of the "attitude

of the mind," and Bain (1868) spoke of the forces of the mind which go
into a "set track of attitude."
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Later on the concept of "motor attitudes" became more pop
ular.

Lange (1888 ) developed a theory in which perception was seen

as a consequence of muscular preparation or "set."

Pare (l09O)

postulated that a balanced condition of tension in the muscles was
a determining condition of selective consciousness.

In 1895» Baldwin

suggested that motor attitudes served as the basis for a better
understanding of emotional expression.
In recent years the term appears without adjectives and im
plicitly retains both shades of meaning— a mental aptness and a
motor set.

Fishbein (196?) says that attitude connotes a neuropsychic

state of readiness for mental and physical activities.
Perhaps the first time the role of attitudes was recognized
was in 1088 when L. Lange discovered that a consciously prepared
subject depressed a key faster than one who directed his attention to
incoming stimuli rather than to the expected reaction.

After this

experiment, the task-attitude was discovered to play a role in most
psychological experiments.

Experiments in perception, recall, thought,

and so forth revealed the importance of the subjects' nrenairedness.
This preparedness was labeled with a variety of names; conscious purpose,
idea of direction, idea of the goal, and posture or lay of consciousness.
The use of the method of introspection by the Wurzburg school
yielded meager results.

They agreed, however, that attitudes were

neither sensation, nor imagery, nor affection, nor any combination of
these facts.

Due to the work of the Wurzburg school all psychologists

came to accept attitudes, even though some of them felt they could be
palpable and reducible.

In general, the followers of Wundt considered
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attitudes to te accounted for as feelings (Clarke, 19H)«
The disagreement on the nature of attitudes continued for
some time.

Most writers believed that attitudes héui something to do

with neurograms, incitograms, hrain-pattems, and the like.

Washburn

(1916 ), for instance, defined attitudes as "static movement systems"
within the organs of the body and the brain.

And so attitudes were

forced, as it were, to take refuge in nervous tissue and were identified
with cortical sets and brain fields.

There the introspectionist is

disinclined to pursue them further.
It was the influence of Freud that brought attitudes from
that position and endowed them with vitality, identifying them with
prejudice, love, longing, and hatred. They came to be identified with
the unconscious life.

It was the work of psychoanalysts that made

attitudes to be established in the field of psychology.

And yet, the

search for a definition of the concept continued.
Sociologists were seeking the mechsuiisms through which culture
is carried. The instinct theory did not satisfy social scientists for
long, for the nature of their work forced them to recognize the impor
tance of custom and environment in shaping social behavior.

They need

ed a concept which was attached neither to the impersonality of custom
nor to nativism.

Gradually they adopted the concept of attitude.

Dewey (l917) leaned towards the instinct theory as a basis for social
behavior.

In 1922 he no longer found instincts adequate and attempted

to replace them with a concept which did not favor heredity; which
had a certain ordering of elements of action; which is projective and
dynamic, ready for overt msuiifestation; and which is operative even
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when not dominating activity.

To express the idea he chose the

term "habit” but admitted as its equivalent either "disposition" or
"attitude."
The concept of attitude was permanently established in social
literature by Thomas and Znaniecki (1918) who gave it constant
priority in a study of Polish peasants.

According to them attitudes

are individual mental processes which determine both the actual and
potential responses of each person in the social world.

They defined

attitude as a "state of mind of the individual toward a value" because
it is always directed toward some object.
Following closely with a similar idea, Paris (1925) proposed
the distinction between conscious and unconscious attitudes, between
mental and motor attitudes, between individual and group attitudes,
and between latent and kinetic attitudes.
As can be expected with the term attitude which has been used
by many psychologists and sociologists over a long period of time, its
definition is varied.

However, there is a common element which appears

to run through them all— the "readiness to respond" to a situation.
Baldwin (I9 OI-I905 ) defines attitudes as "readiness for attention or
action of a definite sort"; Morgan (1934) talks of a state of readiness
of mental organization which predisposes an individual to react in
a characteristic way to any object or situation with which it is
related; Droba (l933) defines attitude as a "mental disposition of the
human individual to act for or aigainst a definite object"; and Cantril
(1934 ) says that attitudes are guides for conduct to which each new
experience is referred before a response is nade.
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Allport (1929 ) refers to an attitude as a disposition to act which
is built up by the integration of numerous specific responses of a
similzir type, but which exists as a neural 'set* and which results
in behavior which is more a function of the disposition than of the
activating stimulus; and Murphy and Murphy (l93l) define the concept
as a way of being set toward or against things.
It is not easy to construct a definition which is broad
enough to cover the many kinds of attitudinal determination which
psychologists today recognize and yet narrow enough to exclude those
types of determination not referred to as attitudes.
attempts such a definition.

Fishbein (196?)

He says that an attitude is a mental

and neural state of readiness, organization through experience,
exerting a directive or dynamic influence upon the individual's
response to all objects and situations with which it is related.

A

more useful definition by Triandis (I967 ) is that an attitude is an
idea charged with emotion which predisposes a class of actions to a
particular class of social situations.
The latter definition, it must be noted, introduces the sug
gestion that attitudes have three components; a cognitive component,
an affective component, and an action component.
Underlying Processes
The preceding section ended with a definition which expressed
that attitude might be explained in terms of three components, namely
the cognitive, the affective, and the action component.
made, also, of the predispositions for responses.

Mention was

It is necessary to

study how attitudes appear and what the underlying components of such
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attitudes are before any empirical study of attitude structures is
attempted.
The formation of response tendencies is a learning process.
First one learns to discriminate a certain object from other objects.
One's response to such an object will be either rewarded, not rewarded,
or punished.

In this way, the individual will develop a consistent

positive or negative response to the object.

The individual will

eventually begin to act toward the object in a way which can be des
cribed in terms of "approach" or "avoidance."
Some researchers look at attitude learning as the process of
learning approach and avoidance techniques.

For such, the amount of

pleasure or lack of pleasure attached to the object determines which
association is linked to the object.

Others (Katz à Stotlamd, 1959;

Scott, 1957; Thorndike, 1935) bring up the similitude of attitude and
concept-formation processes.

Ripple and Klausmeire (l97l) introduce

the possibility of imitation as a way of learning attitudes, although
the reward of imitation can be the origin of the attitude, especially
if one emulates asi admired person.
Affective, cognitive, auid action associations of various degrees
of strength may be attached to an object thereby resulting in different
response tendencies.

It is appropriate to evaluate a person's

global attitude with an investigation that involves the stable res
ponses in all three response areas.
Attitudes as such are not measurable.
terms of responses.

They are measured in

Rosenberg and Hovland (i960) represented attitudes

as they are displayed in the diagram in figure 1.
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Sympathetic Nervous
System Responsest
Affect

-o

Verbal Expressions
of Affect

Perceptual Responses»
Attitudes

j— I Cognition
Verbal Expressions
of Belief

11

Overt Actions »
Behavior
Verbal Expressions
concerning Behavior

Fig. 1.

Attitudes According to Rosenberg and Hovland.
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This diagram illustrates schematically how attitudes influence
responses smd how they are measured.

Obviously, overt action in all

three responses may vary from situation to situation even though
attitudes remain unchanged.

Environmental factors will either permit

or inhibit a response, or the probability of the recurrence of
a specific behavior in the presence of a fixed pattern of stimuli.
However, from the point of view of empirical measurements, it does
not matter whether attitudes are defined in terms of probability of
responding or in terms of response tendency.
It appears that the best way of describing global attitudes is
to measure separately each attitude component.

This is done so that

the response tendencies of an individual toward an object being ex
amined are measured in the affective, cognitive, and action areas.
The Affective Component
The affective components linked to the stimulus determine how
pleasant or unpleasant feelings aroused by the object will be.

The

strength of the affective element varies in different attitudes.
Some of these are rather irrational and do not include many cognitive
elements.

Yet the action component may be quite strong.

On the other

hand, there are attitudes whose affective loading is very small and
which are primarily cognitive elements (Katz & Stotland, i960 ).
Affective responses are characteristically learned rapidly
but changed slowly thereafter.

They are among the first responses

to be learned and become, consequently, strongly anchored to the
dynamics of personality.

Affective associations are dominant when
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they are compared with several other associations, and thus the affective
response tendency also becomes very important in attitude structure.
Triandis (l97i) states that cognitive categories precede the
appearance of the affective element.

But he continues by stating that

once a category is formed, it is possible for it to be associated with
pleasant or unpleasant states, and through conditioning it can acquire
the property of arousing positive or negative states in the individual.
Attitude researchers have treated the affective component as
the main factor of attitudes and have even defined the existence of
attitudes by means of it.

Katz and Stotland (i960) go so far as

stating that if there is no affective association linked to the
object, there is no attitude toward it.

However, if it is accepted that

the positivity-negativity dimension is also present in the other
components, nothing prevents defining of attitudes without giving the
affective component a special position.
The position taken by Katz and Stotland (i960) reflects the
research pattern in the study of attitudes.

Triandis (1964, 196?), in

an attempt to adopt a middle-ground position, employs three components,
but he provides for the explicit operational measurement of each one
separately.

More will be said when the functions of attitudes are

reviewed.
The Cognitive Component
The human environment has an infinite number of noticeable
differences.

The human attention is not capable of discriminating such

differences.

Therefore, man treats the stimuli as instances of the

same thing.

In other words, he categorizes stimuli.

Such categori-
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zation simplifies the task of responding to the environment; however,
it involves a great loss of information.
An equivalent way of describing the cognitive component is the
tendency to make positive or negative evaluations on the basis of
factual knowledge.
information only.
evaluation.

The evaluation process is not based on objective
The whole personality system plays a role in the

Rosenberg (i960) says that the cognitive component of

attitudes is determined by the relationships which exist between the
beliefs concerning the attitude object and the beliefs concerning
other objects important to the personality system of an individual.
Some attitudes have very weak loadings in the cognitive
component.

People may have a negative attitude toward a political or

ethnic group, even though they may have no information concerning it.
On the other hand, their attitude toward a political party may be deter
mined by the effectiveness of the party in defending their side, without
having any pure affective "feelings" about the political party.
emphasis is, in this case, on the cognitive component.

The

In most cases,

the affective and the cognitive components are likely to covary closely.
Some attitudes are general and the responses to a great number
of objects are consistent.Others are more specific
response tendency concerns only a few objects.

so that a certain

Degrees of dif

ferentiation means the number of the beliefs and their integration con
nected with an attitude.

Whether the role of the cognitive component

can be described by means of these dimensions is questionable. Neither
the generality of aa attitude nor the number of beliefs gives any informa
tion whether the beliefs attached to asi attitude are positive or neg-
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ative.

When one investigates the cognitive component of an attitude

one must he able to determine the direction and strength of values.
The loading of a cognitive component depends on the way in which the
attitude object is located in an individual's value system.
The Action Component
The role of the action component in attitude theories seems
somewhat obscure.

In most cases the researchers discussing the

components have confined their considerations to the affective and
cognitive components, and the action component has been dismissed with
vague statements like "components affecting overt action may be
connected with an attitude"!
The vagueness is partly due to the fact that overt action has
originally been employed as a criterion for attitude measurement.
nothing prevents the researcher from including the dimension of actiontendency into the concept of attitude itself and from saying that atti
tude is manifested, among other things, as a tendency to act toward an
attitude object.

Attitude has been defined as a response tendency in

the affective and cognitive response areas of the personality.

It can

also be correspondingly defined as a tendency to overt action dis
position.
It must be remembered that an individual responds to stimuli,
first by categorizing them and then relating their categories to other
objects.

Some of these categories are normative, that is, they involve

ideas about what is correct behavior towaird members of a given cate
gory (Triandis, 1971).

Himmelstrand (i960) has comprehensively dis

cussed the relation of the affective component to the verbal ex-
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pressions of attitude and 'behavior, but he employs a terminology based
on a different kind of starting point.

The conceptuéü. confusion of

the action component may be partly due to the open choice as to which
responses are included in overt activity, or which are included in
the categories of the affective and cognitive response areas.

This

question is closely connected with the problem of attitude measurement.
Nevertheless, a person's behavioral intention, that is, what he
would do toward an attitude object, is very closely related to norms
of behavior, that is, to what people think he should do.

In several

studies, correlations in the order of .60 have "been observed between
behavior norms and behavioral intentions (Bastides & Van der Berghe,
1957; Triandis, Vassilou & Nassiakou, 1968).
When attitude is defined as a "resultant" of three components,
the emphasis of observation is transferred into its inner structure.
While attitude research is still interested in the relationship between
attitudes and behavior, it specifically focuses on accounting for the
intercorrelations of attitude components.
Attitude Theory
There is evidence that the three components of attitude are
highly interrelated.

Rosenberg (1956), for example, specifies that

(a) the greater the perceived link between an attitude object and a
person's values and (b) the more salient these values, the more affect
will this person experience.

Similarly, Fishbein (1965) shows that

the greater the connection between an attitude object and certain
beliefs and the greater the affect gissociated with these beliefs, the
greater is the affect toward the attitude object.
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It must te said, however, that there is also evidence that
suggests that the three components should he conceptualized and
measured independently (Detaty, 1967; Gardner, Wonnacott & Taylor, 1968;
McGuiness, 1973)•

The study of the perceptions of French Canadians

carried out ty Gardner, Wonnacott, and Taylor (1968) revealed a sep
aration of the affective and cognitive components and also revealed
factors that show the form of the cognitive component for subjects who
are positive, as opposed to subjects who are negative, toward the at
titude object.

Fehling and Triandis (1969 ) found through factor émalysis

that when measures of the cognitive, affective, sind action components
of interpersonal attitudes are placed in the same analysis, the
dimensions that are extracted are independent and correspond to the
three kinds of components.

When the categories under investigation

are very specific, factor analysis will lead to factors that cor
respond to the three kinds of components (Wcodmanse & Cook, 1967).
In agreement with Triandis (I96 I), the author felt that it is
better to investigate independently the affective, cognitive, and
action ratings of subjects regarding a variety of attitude objects
and then to examine empirically the extent to which the ratings are
interrelated.

In this study, the three attitude components will be

measured separately, and then they will be viewed in terms of a
structure where the attitude objects are located in an attitude space
spanned by three bipolar, orthogonal dimensions.
In recent yeeurs, a number of important theories have been
proposed that incorporate some variation of the theme that inconsis
tency among cognitive elements is unpleasant to the subject and that
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subjects will naturally attempt to reduce these inconsistencies.

The

esurliest of these theories was proposed by Heider (1946).
Heider argued that if a person, p, likes another person, o,
who likes an object, x, there will be a tendency for p to like x.
The three elements— p, o, x— may be connected with a positive link
(p likes x) or a negative link (p dislikes x).

There is balance when

all three links are positive (everybody likes everybody else) or when
there are two negative links (i.e. p dislikes x, o dislikes x,
p likes o).

If only one of the three or all three links are negative,

the system is under strain because it is unbalanced.

When this

happens there is a tendency to change some of the links in the direc
tion of balance. For example, when p likes x and o dislikes x while
p likes 0 , there will be a tendency for one of these links to change
sign.

Balance can be restored if p learns to dislike x, or if p

persuades o to like x, or if p decides to dislike o.

The change in the

link will depend on the strength of the links.
Newcomb (1953, 1956) applied Heider's system to communicative
acts.

And Cartwright and Harary (1959, 196?) generalized the system

to structures of any number of elements.

Abelson and Rosenberg (1958)

generalized it further so that it deals with cognitive consistency
among cognitive elements.
Data collected from studies which experimented with hypotheti
cal social structures suggest that subjects leam the balanced
stiTuctures more easily than they do unbalanced ones and that they
rate the balanced more pleeisant and less likely to change than the
unbalanced (Burstsin, 196?; Feather, 196?).
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McGuire (1960a, 1960c) proposed a theoretical model which
assumes that an individual's desires and his beliefs or expectations
are related to each other according to the rules of formal logic.

On

one hand the individual's beliefs tend to be consistent with his de
sires.

Inconsistencies between his beliefs and desires are minimized

by the individual.

If he is made aware that inconsistencies exist, he

feels discomfort which results in attitude change.

McGuire called this

the Socratic Effect.
There is evidence of consistency among affective and cognitive
components of attitudes.

Porier and Lott (196?) used as a measure of

affect the subject's Galvanic Skin Response and as a measure of
cognitive their responses to a self-report attitude scale.
a correlation between the two measures.

They found

When affect and cognition are

inconsistent, there is a tendency for one or the other to change.
it is possible that change may not occur.

But

A restructuring of an

individual's cognitions may be made and his affect may not change.
Carlson (1956) showed that attitudes towards "open occupance" can be
changed by creating cognitive linkages which result in affective
changes, creating a new attitude with a new component and a different
quantity of affect.

Rosenberg (1960 ) showed that a converse is

also true: if the affect is changed, it results in changes in the
subjects' cognitions.
In the case in which two attitude objects have affective values,
what would the result be if there were an object that combines the two?
Anderson (1962) proposed a very simple model to handle this problem.
It involves averaging.

The affective values of certain adjectives were
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averaged, and it was shown that the model provided an excellent fit
with the obtained responses.

However, Anderson and Jacobson (1965 )

tried to discover the source of such discrepancies from additivity,
but thus far have met with limited success.
Another model is provided by Fishbein's summation theory.
According to Fishbein (196 I, 1965) an individual's affect toward an
attitude object is related to his beliefs (cognitive component) about
this object and his affect associated with these beliefs.

An indi

vidual holds many beliefs about an object; all categories that are
associated with the category in which the subject places the attitude
object constitute these beliefs.
to each of these categories.

The individual attaches affect

His affect toward the attitude object

depends on the sum of his affect toward all these related categories.
Fishbein has postulated that some beliefs are higher in the
individual's hierarchy of beliefs than others and that they should
have a greater influence on affect than the beliefs that are lower in
the individual's hierarchy.
When Fishbein's model is applied to the problem of stimuluspooling, it predicts that, if the affect towards two objects is slightly
positive, the affect toward the combined A and B will be even more
positive than the affect toward either of the two stimuli.

Kerrick

(1958 ) and Fishbein and Hunter (1964) obtained results which clearly
support this model.
Osgood and Tannenbaum (1955) introduced the "congruity
principle."

This means that if one feels strongly about an attitude

object and has rather weak attitudes concerning another, his attitude
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toward an object Involving the former objects together will fall
somewhere between the attitudes toward the two elements.

Tannenbaum

and Gengel (1966 ) predicted and demonstrated that a change in affect to
ward a concept will move in the direction of a source which previously
made an assertion about the same concept.
McGuire (1964) summarized a theory dealing with a person's
inoculation against persuasion.

According to his theory a person

does not develop any defenses against attitude change if he has never
been exposed to arguments which oppose his own beliefs.

He argues that

one way to avoid attitude change is to expose a person to arguments that
are inconsistent with his own beliefs and then refute these arguments.
Such a treatment allows the person to resist persuasive attempts.
Now that the consistencies of cognition and affect and
their role in attitude change have been dealt with, it is necessary
to cover also the role of action in the cognitive-consistency theories.
Festinger (1957) proposed a theory of cognitive dissonance.
According to this theory, any kind of cognitive inconsistency is uncom
fortable and the organism will do something to get rid of it.

This

means that an inconsistency among the affective, cognitive, or action
elements of am attitude, or between two cognitive elements, or amy
sort of cognitive inconsistency will produce pressures toward consis
tency.

Festinger postulated that the existence of dissonamce gives

rise to pressures to (l) reduce dissonance amd (2) avoid increases
in dissonamce.

Mamlfestation of the operations of these pressures

include (a) behavior chamges, (b) chamges of cognition, amd (c) cir
cumspect exposure of new information.
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It was already known that one who hehaves in ways which are
inconsistent with his attitude tends to change his attitude to make
them consistent with his behavior (Janis & King, 195^; Kelman, 1953)•
The first two researchers also demonstrated (1954) that role-playing
can influence attitudes.

Subjects

who were induced to engage in

role-playing that was inconsistent with their private attitudes tended
to change their attitudes to make them consistent with their behavior.
Festinger (1957) explained this phenomenon arguing that when the sub- •
jects play a position opposite to their own they experience dissonance,
and attitude change occurs to reduce dissonance.
The dissonance theory resulted in numerous experiments which
supported it (Festinger & Carlsmith, 1959) and opposed it (Kiesler,
1968 ; Nuttin, 1966 : Rosenberg, 1965a).

Kiesler (1968) introduced the

idea of commitment; (a) unless the subject is committed, one cannot
make an unequivocal prediction from dissonance theory; (b) unless the
subject is committed, there may not be any dissonance; and (c) the
more the subject is committed, the greater the dissonance.
The incentive theory states that the greater the reward the
greater the attitude change.

Rosenberg's position has been criti

cized in a study which showed that either the incentive-theory pre
diction or the dissonance-theory prediction can be obtained depend
ing on how free the subject feels to comply (Linder, Cooper & Jones,
1967 ).

If the subject is free not to comply, the dissonance theory

will be obtained.

If the freedom is reduced, the incentive prediction

will be obtained.

McGuire (1969) attempted a reconciliation of these

views arguing that the two theories are not opposed, but they are con
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cerned with what is happening at different points in time.

Dissonance

is concerned up to the point when the subject commits himself, before
he carries out his commitment.

Incentive theory is adequate in

describing what happens after the subject carries out the counterattitudinal behavior.
An important point to note is that attitude change will
disappear unless the environment is supportive of the behavioral
changes which accompanied attitude change.

If no real environmental

change exists to support his attitude change, the individual will go
back to his earlier attitude.

In other words, if the person is

removed from situations that modified his behavior, he may go back to
his earlier attitude, since the latter is more consistent with his more
fundamental values.
Conclusion
This review of literature dealt in particular with attitude
theory and with the components of attitudes.

One point which must be

stressed is that while the cognitive, affective, and action components
are generally mentioned and accepted as integral parts of attitudes,
the studies reviewed dealt with one or two of these components and
no effort was made to describe attitudes in terms of their complete
structural framework.
Using this review of literature as the background, it is ap
propriate to present a framework which includes ideas from many of
the researchers mentioned and yet stresses the inner structure of
attitudes in its totality.

This framework will serve as the frame of

reference for the survey of students' attitudes.
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CHAPTER III
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
General Structure of Attitudes
This theoretical framework forms the central part of the study.
It borrows heavily from the literature on the subject of attitudes.
Attitude is defined here as the result of three components; however
the emphasis is placed, not on the overt manifestations of attitudes,
but on the way the components interrelate to form structures.

In this

report attitudes will always be referred to as a system of three
elements.
Proposition 1 Attitudes are dispositions to respond to a
particular psychological object— dispositions which are
manifested in the cognitive, affective, ajid action areas.
Proposition 2

Attitude objects are situated in an attitude

"space" defined by three bipolar, orthogonal dimensions.
Each dimension has a zero point which is located in the
intersection of the three axes.
An attitude toward a particular object can be described hy
determining the projections or "loadings" of attitude space in the
affective, cognitive, and action dimensions.
Attitudes have a direction, positive

or negative, and an

intensity which is determined by the location of the attitude
object in the attitude space.

28
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Fig. 2.

Hypothetical Location of Object, 0, in an Attitude Space.

In figure 2, a person's attitude toward an object, 0, has been
demonstrated by locating the object, 0, in the three-dimensional space
determined ly the attitude components.
is a religious group.

The person's affective feelings towards this

groups is strongly positive.
and few.

Suppose that the object, 0,

The reasons for these feelings are vague

An analysis of his overt action reveals that he is not a

member of the group, nor did he ever do anything for it.

This

person's attitude toward the group consists of a strong affective
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component, of a weaker cognitive component, and of a very weak action
component.
The description of attitudes based on three orthogonal dimen
sions seems relevant because it encompasses the three dimensions in
a consistent system.

Whether the attitude components éure independent

will be studied empiricsdly.

This study is based on the belief that

the components correlate with each other.
The Hierarchy of Components
Researchers have emphasized the primary role of the affective
dimension.

It may be deduced, therefore, that the attitude components

are not of an equal value in the attitude structure. As it was said
before, during the discussion on the underlying processes, the affective
tendencies are learned rapidly and charge very slowly.
they seem to be tightly bound to the personality system.

Furthermore,
Even where

researchers suggest that cognitive tendencies appear first (Triandis,
1971), it is acknowledged that the affective tendencies become more

prominent as the individual develops.
Proposition 3a

The attitude components are hierarchical.

Proposition 3b

Change resistance is greatest within the af

fective component and weakest within the action component.
As the affective component dominates in the attitude structure,
it can be said that if attitude measurements could be made accurately
by observing overt behavior, the most reliable would be the measure
ment of the affective component, and the least reliable would be the
measurement of the action component.

The overt manifestation of the

action component is determined to a great extent by the circumstances
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that call for its appearance.

For example, the individual who has a

negative attitude towards ethnic minorities does not always reveal hy
his actions what he feels or "believes.

He becomes a "diplomat" as the

circumstances demand it.
In this study attitude is tentatively defined as a positivenegative response disposition toward a psychological object.

When

could such a disposition be said to be well organized within a par
ticular individual?

It seems reasonable to say that a response ten

dency is well organized if a given kind of reaction is consistently
manifested.

This may happen within the different components.

Due

to the fact that responses depend on other factors besides attitudes,
the question is raised: when can one unequivocally state from responses
that the existence of a particulau: attitude is a fact?
The first criterion concerns the covariance of attitude
components.

When one learns to link positive or negative associations

to a particular object, it is reasonable to assume that the associa
tions to be learned in the different response areas have the same
"sign".

If negative affects are linked to some object, it is likely

that negative beliefs and negative overt behavior are also linked
to the same object.

It could be stated, therefore, that for an

attitude to be well organized, the loadings of measurements of the
attitude components must each have the same "plus" or "minus" sign.
Empirical research has, however, shown that a person's affects,
cognitions, and actions toward the same object sure often strongly in
consistent (Scott, 1959).

One explanation for the discrepancy ob

served between the various components is the instability of the trait.
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Another explanation for the differences among various attitude studies
in this respect is that various attitudes have different structures.
Although the affections, cognitions, and actions directed to
the same object msiy differ, the variations may not be so great that
the "loadings" of attitude components could be considered to have
different signs.

In other words, when the response disposition toward

an object is a positive affective response, the response tendency of
the cognitive area is of the same kind.
action component.

The same applies to the

However, as far as the intensity of the response

tendencies in each area are concerned, great differences may appear.
Now the first definition can be completed and refined.

Attitude

is a stable response-disposition system composed of three components
existing when, and only when, the loadings of the different component
dimension have the same sign.

If this is not the case, the existence

of an attitude cannot be defended.

If the loadings on dimension of

the attitude space are contradictory, that is, positive affects but
negative cognitions, it can be merely said that affective response
tendencies amd cognitive beliefs are attached to the object, but they
have not, as yet, become integrated into a totality of structured res
ponse tendency for which the term attitude is used.
Pronosition 4

An attitude is said to be well organized

if the affective cognitive and action components have
the same sign.
The Function of Attitudes
Attitudes can be viewed as instruments through which individ
uals attempt to achieve specific values.

It can be stated that values
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determine the kind of attitudes and norms an individual possesses.

It

appears, therefore, that attitudes have important functions in terms of
the personality system, and that individuals try to maintain the atti
tudes they have learned.
Some researchers have divided attitudes into two large groups:
instrumental and expressive.

Instrumental attitudes is a term used of

the response patterns formed on the basis of cognition.

Through these

responses an individual endeavors to attain some distant goal.

An

expressive attitude is defined as having a more transitory function;
that of bringing about satisfaction through its manifestation.

In the

expressive attitudes, affective response tendencies are prominent.
In the instrumental attitudes, the cognitive area of personality is
fundamental.
However, there are, in addition, attitudes which cannot be re
garded as belonging to either of these two categories.

It is appro

priate to speak first about attitudes through which an individual re
veals to himself and to others the nature of his value system and what
kind of person he would like to be.
valuation attitudes.

These attitudes will be called

Also, positive or negative stimuli coming from

the environment are classified because it facilitates the control of
the various stimuli.

These attitudes can be called orientation

attitudes.
Instrumental Attitudes
There are many objects in the environment which can be used as
instruments to reach goals.

There are also objects which by their

existence or by their action are obstacles for the goal attainment.
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Both of these object categories are connected with response tendencies
which will integrate into attitudes.

Since here one is dealing with

the individual's reactions to the instrumentality of the objects the
term instrumental attitudes can be used to designate them.
Instrumental attitudes would undoubtedly include evaluative
responses connected with the object and which are important in view
of the goals sought.

Instrumental attitudes would be formed toward

objects which are important as means for the attainment of goals
(Parson & Shills, 1951)•

For instance, if the church is seen as a means

of attaining immortality, the attitude toward the church is an instrumen
tal one.

Further, the attitudes expressed to gain social approval or

inner rewards can also be classified as instrumental, in accordance
with the above definition.

The more closely the object is connected

with goal attainment, the more important the individual finds the
goal; and the more clearly the object is seen as relevant to the
goal, the greater is the probability that a consistent instrumental
attitude will be formed.
When an individual discriminates an attitude object from other
objects and when he reflects on its relevance and importance in view
of his goals, his behavior is mainly cognitive.

Thus, instrumental

attitudes are learned through cognitive, conscious reasoning.

There

fore, the cognitive component is of central importance in instrumental
attitudes. When a person applies rational thinking in decision
making he usually tries to avoid disturbing effects of affective
factors.

It may be presumed that the affective component is of minor

importemce in instrumental attitudes.
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Expressive Attitudes
Outbursts of emotions are used for the reduction of heightened
tension, for immediate satisfaction.

Attitudes guarding the ego against

repressed impulses may also manifest themselves as an affective outlet
of emotions.

Here attitudes "behave" as defense mechanisms (Katz

& Stotland, 1959).

By the use of defenses, an individual attempts

to reduce anxiety caused by conflict between his real ego and his
ego-ideal.

However, those impulses and qualities which the individ

ual experiences as condemnable and rejectable, in view of his ideals,
are rejected from the consciousness and projected onto the outside
world.

These very qualities and traits are now easily detected in other

persons, and negative affective responses can be directed toward them
(Adorno et al., 1950» Katz, I960).
Defense attitudes originate in the personality system.

Prob

ably every individual has defensive attitudes, but some personality
systems make more use of them than others.

Presumably, attitudes also

vary as to their content of defense.
In expressive attitudes the affective component plays a
predominant part.

Defenses are often unconscious and in this respect

"non-cognitive".

However, it must be stated that findings of psycho

analytical research show that many of these responses which appear
to be purely affective also include "unconscious beliefs" (Rosenberg,
I960; Saxnoff, i960).

At any rate one assumes that reasoning or the

cognitive dimension is of little importance in these attitudes.
Valuation Attitudes
An individual wants to communicate to others what value he
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prefers and what kind of person he really is.
close these things to himself.

He also wants to dis

Preference for certain values is

connected with preference for certain attitudes, that is, when one
has "adopted" a certain system of values, a system of attitudes is
adopted at the same time.

These attitudes which serve as indicators of

values are here called valuation attitudes.

When the formation of

valuation attitudes is studied, it is observed that not all be
havior is directed towards the reduction of tension caused by ex
pressing the value he favors, his ego-ideal.

Rewards of this kind

of behavior are partly social in nature— social acceptability of
behavior, compliance with norms, and so forth— but the individual is
also intrinsically rewarded as his ego-identity is strengthened and
his belief in himself as he would like to be is reinforced.

Just as

one gets satisfaction from the exercise of abilities and skills, he
also gets it from the expression of qualities possessed by the egoideal (Katz & Stotland, 1939)«
The child's conception of himself is established during the
socialization process.

Educators habitually teach what it means to

be a "good" or a "respectable" citizen.

Every organization strives

to incorporate each new member into its own system of values.

The

existence and quality of valuation attitudes thus makes it possible
to draw conclusions as to the success of the socialization process of
an individual.
Valuation attitudes can be considered stable attitudes.

They

indicate an organized and integrated way of thinking, feeling, and
reacting to objects (lambert & Lambert, 1964).

It may be presumed that
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in these attitudes the cognitive and the affective components are
similar in intensity.
Orientation Attitudes
Faced with the stimuli in his field of perception an indi
vidual attempts to organize and classify them in order to be able to
control their great diversity.
attitudes are formed.

As a result of this organizing process,

Children listening to a fairy-tale want to know

which of the protagonists are good and which are bad because that makes
it easier for them to understand the events.

Similar tendencies can

be observed in many situations of adult life.

One understands the

seemingly eccentric reactions of a person by making the remark that
"anything can be expected of him!

After all, he is one of the radicals"

(Katz, i960 ).
Orientation attitudes are not always included in the category
of attitudes.

This can be seen in the situation where an investigator

using an attitude questionnaire considers the responses of the
subjects to be logical but not in line with expectations.
these attitudes "pseudo-attitudes."

He calls

What has actually happened is

that the subject has been trying to organize the seemingly complex
situation facing him.

In this situation, a certain attitudinal

classification system concerning the items of the questionnaire has
been formed, auid this classification principle— an orientation atti
tude— has influenced his responses.

The orgsuiizing attitudes are,

in these cases, referred to as "response sets," and the researchers
try by all means to prevent their formation and to forestall their
influence.
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Presumably, the components of these attitudes fall in the
category of weaJc intensity.
Attitude Typology
In this study attitudes have been discussed in terms of
three-dimensional systems.

In the above discussion it was presumed

that the structures of attitudes depend on the functions of the
attitudes.

This means that at attitude serving a certain function

has a certain general structure.

In this context it is especially

noted that the function of attitudes does not determine their
direction; a positive or negative attitude can perform similar functions.
If one considers the main components of attitudes and uses them
as variables having two categories of intensity and tabulates them, the
typology, as it is shown in figure 3, is obtained.

Afdect— Intens ive

M

Valuation

Affect— Weak

! Instrumental

I
Expressive

Pig. 3»

Orientation

Attitude Typology.
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Proposition 5 Attitudes serve the personality system hy
performing certain tasks or functions.
Proposition 6

Attitudes serving different functions have

different structures.
Obviously, the dichotomization of the intensity of the com
ponents is an oversimplification of reality, but it also gives the
concept greater clarity.

Intensities are, of course, to be understood

to be relative so that the frame of reference covers the whole system
of attitudes, that is, all their functions.

When all existing attitudes

are taken into account the following observation can be made about
their components;
Instrumental attitudes:

Affective Component— Weak
Cognitive Component— Intensive
Action

Valuation attitudes:

Component— Intensive

Affective Component— Intens ive
Cognitive Component— Intensive
Action

Expressive attitudes:

Component— Intensive

Affective Component— Intensive
Cognitive Component— Weak
Action

Orientation attitudes:

Component— Weak

Affective Component— Weak
Cognitive Component— Weak
Action

Component— Weak

It is possible to make some predictions based on the typology.
Proposition 4 is defined as a criterion of the existence of an attitude
that the components be of Identical sign.

However, the intensities
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can be different.

The attitude typology shows the range of variation

that can be expected.

Conseq.uently, it is easier to make predictions

from one attitude component to another in the given functions of the
attitudes.

It is difficult to msike predictions concerning weak

attitude components because the measurement of these components may not
be as reliable as the measurement of the others.
It would be an oversimplification to assume that an attitude
toward an object has only one function.

However, it can

be presumed

that each attitude has one main function and that, if this function
is known, possibilities of prediction in the attitude measurement
are increased.
Change of Attitudes— Formation and Arousal
It can be considered that attitudes are formed through a learn
ing process in accordancewith the same models presented

to explain

the learning of cognitivestructures (Thorndike, 1935)*

It seems

probable that the formation of attitudes serving different functions
varies so that the theory of reinforcement may explain the formation
of some attitudes, while the model of concept formation is better
adapted to characterize the learning of other attitudes.
Allusion has been made to the research of Scott (1957) and
of Festinger and Carlsmith (1959) which revealed that there was a
significant change of attitudes in the direction of the opinions they
had defended.

This seems to support the reinforcement theory.

Investigators examining attitude formation from the view of
concept formation presume that all concepts to be learned possess
qualities indicating values. The indicating qualities eure learned in
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the same manner as any other attribute (Rhine, 1959: Rhine & Silun,
1958).

Osgood seems to agree with this line of thought, since the

attitude dimension is defined as one of the most important dimensions
in the meaning space (Osgood, Suci & Tannenbaum, 1957).
The weak correlations between attitudes surid overt behavior
are partly due to the fact that an individual does not always react
in accordance with his attitudes.

It is reasonable to assume that

attitudes influence reactions particularly when they are alerted.
Some attitudes may change with circumstances.
peace may be different in time of war.

Attitudes in time of

In this respect, there may be

great differences between attitudes; there may be attitudes which
are aroused almost continually, influencing reactions in nearly all
situations.

Therefore, one has to examine the conditions which deter

mine whether or not a certain attitude will be aroused (Katz, i960).
The functional approach emphasizes the role of needs in the
arousal of attitudes.

Arousal is defined here as a process by which

an individual, gets into a state of preparedness or alertness.

As

attitudes are considered instrumental to attain certain needs or goals,
they are naturally alerted when the need is created.

During a serious

illness many people express positive attitudes towards religion, but
after recovery these attitudes may again be reduced to non-activity
(Sarnoff, I9 6 0 ).
Another cause for the arousal of attitudes is the presence of
relevant cue stimuli.

In the absence of certain cue stimuli one does

not often express religious attitudes in the situations of every
day life.

However, when and where these cues are present, attitudes
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are aroused.

Investigators seem to presume that the stimuli presented

ty attitude-measurement devices may function as cues which activate
the attitudes.

This problem will be brought up again when the measure

ment of attitudes is discussed.
Proposition 7

An individual reacts in accordance with his

attitudes when the attitudes are aroused.
Proposition 8

The arousal of an attitude is a function of

the needs connected to the attitude and of the perception
of relevcuit cue stimuli in the environment.
Conditions for Attitude Change
Research on the chainge of attitudes is particularly important
to educators.

An attitude is a system resisting its own change (Jones

& Kohler, 1958).

To be able to produce desired changes in attitudes

during the educational process, it is necessary to know under what con
ditions attitude change occurs.

The functional-structural approach em

phasizes in this connection the need connected with the attitude and
the importance of the changes to be produced by the manipulation of
the attitude structure.
When needs change, the attitudes connected with these needs
also change.

If a new need is present, the attitude serving the

former need may not be able to fulfill its function any more.
attitude will become useless; it has no function.

The

In order to meet

the requirement of the new need it must either change or be replaced
by a completely new attitude (Katz, i960 ).

Even if the need remains

the same, the fonner attitude may become useless if there are better
ways to satisfy the need.

In this case, too, the attitude cannot serve
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the function it originally served.
The structural approach emphasizes the imjportance of the
internal structure of the attitude.

This viewpoint is Taased on the

theory of cognitive consistency, which was discussed previously.
Proposition

9

It is possible to change an attitude if the

needs which motivate the individual are changed, or
Proposition 10

if a conflict between motives and attitudes

is indicated, or
Proposition 11

if a conflict between attitudes is indicated,

or
Proposition 12

if a conflict between attitude components is

indicated.
Proposition 12 will be better understood when the model of
hierarchical components is discussed.

It was included at this point

because it is related to propositions 9, 10, and 11.
Usually, a change of attitude can be produced by creating a
conflict situation and then indicating it to the individual.
Model of Hierarchical Components for Attitude Change
From the standpoint of research it would be necessary to
develop a model whereby predictions would not be based merely on the
relationships between the source, the quality, and the information.

In

school leairning situations, the source of information, as a rule,
remains the same: the teacher, the textbook, and so forth.

Here a model

of attitude cheuige emphasizing the manipulation of the internal structure
of the attitude might prove more fruitful than the models where the
communication situation is emphasized.

Researchers who have construc
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ted the balance model developed their model in this direction
(Rosenberg & Abelson, I960).

In the following paragraphs an attempt to

outline a model of this kind will be made.
course, that the idea is not a new one.

It is to be noted, of

It has its origin in the

theory of two components developed by Rosenberg.

But the application

to the attitude theory of components and to the attitude typology is
a further development.
It is necessary to start with Heider's hypothesis and then to
extend its range of application.

The processes, dispositions, and

responses of personality systems form a consistent and, in a certain
respect, balanced totality.

Or, at least, it can be presumed it

strives to achieve this balance.

Thus the principle of consistency

is not considered to be limited to the cognitive area only.

In the

approach under consideration the hypothesis denotes that the loadings
of the different attitude dimensions must shift their positions in
order to achieve stability.

It has already been stated that as a

criterion of the organization of attitudes the loadings of attitude
objects are to be identical in sign for the separate components.
The covariation of the attitude component is modified by
an important variable: the function of the attitude.

The structure

of the attitudes serving different functions varies according to the
attitude typology, and the covariation of the components can also
vary.

Thus, the conditions for a balanced state show individual

variation according to the attitude type from one attitude to another.
Furthermore, individual variation has yet to be taken into account.
Individuals vary in their estimations of what they consider to be
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'balanced or un'balanced states.

This variable, in accordance with the

established usage, will ~be called the tolerance of ambiguity.
Consequently the following propositions can be stated:
Proposition 13 An attitude is either in a balanced or
unbalanced state.
Proposition l4 A state of balance in an attitude is deter
mined 'by the relationships of the loadings of attitude
objects on the separate dimensions of the attitude space.
Proposition 15

If the component loadings agree with each

other as to the function of the attitude, a state of
balance prevails.

The point where the components are

perceived to differ is a function of the individual's
tolerance of ambiguity.
In analyzing the structure of attitudes the components can be
presumed to be unequal, hierarchical.

In the cases where it has

been possible to modify one component, this hierarchy will have 2Ui
effect on the chéuige in the loadings of the other components.
Proposition l6 Ifhen the loading of one component has been
modified to such an extent that the attitude has reached
a state of im'balance, the loadings of the other components
will "be altered in accordance with the assumption of
component hierarchy (Proposition 3b).
In developing the above model for attitude change, it was
necessary to use as a starting point the attempt to construct a
framework in which attitude change could be examined profitably from
the viewpoint of behavioral research.

The model is based on the atti-
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tude theory of three components and the attitude typology.

When both

these viewpoints are combined, a model based on the balance of
attitude components seems reasonable.
To be able to judge the validity of the model one must first
examine empirically the attitude theory on which the model of attitude
change is based.

If no empirical correlation can be found, the model

of attitude change will also prove fruitless.
Hypotheses
It is now possible to consider the hypotheses which must be
examined empirically.

The expediency of the theoretical frgunework

must be taken into consideration.

Therefore, one must select the kind

of hypotheses which, when tested, yield such results as to make it
possible to say whether the frame of reference works rationally or
not.

One criterion has already been stated; it is reasonable to

describe attitudes as a system of three components if this kind of
description provides additional information relevant for research.
Another criterion is the problem of the organization of attitudes.
If the frame of reference employed in this study indicates that stable
attitudes are well organized and unstable attitudes are not, it could be
stated that the fraune works rationally.
It is assumed, therefore, that the loadings of attitude object
are more consistent in the attitudes which are better organized. To
test this hypothesis, it is essential to find out which attitudes in
the group being studied are more stable than others.

It is reasonable

to assume that in attitude areas where the subjects have had a great
many experiences and where intentional attitude education has been
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offered, attitudes are more crystallized.

This can he considered to

be the case in the area of religious attitudes.

On the other hand,

the experiences in the area of political activity at a parochial univer
sity, such as the one used in the study, are few.

Moreover, the

American school system does not provide any systematic education in
the area of political attitudes.

Thus it can be presumed that the

attitudes toward political activity are much less stable.
Information on the hierarchy of the attitude components can
be obtained by investigating the correlations between the different
components.

If the affective component is predominant one can expect

it to exert the greatest "influence" on the other components.

The

cognitive component would be the second in strength, and the action
component would have the lightest correlation with the other compo
nents.

Thus one can presume that whenever the affective component is

correlated with the action component, the correlation coefficient
will be higher than the correlation between the cognitive and action
components.

Again, the correlation between the affective and cognitive

component will be higher than the correlation between the cognitive
and action components.
The arousal of attitudes is related to the structure and
change of attitudes.

One may assume that students in whom a certain

attitude aurea has been aroused have a greater probability of having
attitudes belonging to such area than those who are not interested
in the issues in question.

Thus the existence of attitudes is inter

preted as a consistent nanifestation of the response tendencies in the
empirical attitude meaisurement.

Accordingly, it can be stated that
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aroused attitudes have a greater consistency than non-aroused attitudes
and that in attitude areas which are connected with each other in
contents, even the scores of arousal correlate with each other.

In

this study, it is felt that the areas of nationeil defense and of
politics are connected in this respect.

The area of religious

attitudes is presumed to be independent of these.
Attitudes of Various Student Groups
The attitudes of students can be studied from two aspects.
It is possible to study the characteristics belonging equally to all
students and to study the perceived differences in the attitudes between
various student groups.

In the latter case, the classification of

the group is based on two variables:
1.

Sex: females and males

2.

Year of Training: college 1, college 3, and graduate

students
Persons going to college have, at least in some respects, very
similsir characteristics.

The role expectations connected with college

training are quite well structured, and students in similar lines of
study have similar motives for their choice of occupation.

It can be

presumed that the value profiles of college and graduate students in
similar lines of study are very much alike. It is difficult to make
predictions of the attitude structures.

However, in order to demon

strate the usefulness of the framework, one can assume that the af
fective component is more dominant in the attitudes of women, and,
again, that the cognitive component is stronger in the attitudes of
men.

These assumptions are based on propositions 3 and 6.

According
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to the operational definition of attitude functions this would imply
that the attitudes of female students are more expressive than the
attitudes of male students and, correspondingly, the attitudes of men
are more instrumental. Predictions of attitude changes will not be
attempted here.
College and graduate students in private institutions differ
from each other in some respects which can be presumed to have some
effect on the relationships between attitude components.

As the

majority of college students in the private parochial institution
selected for this study are boarding at the school, they are often
obliged to participate in specific activities or to direct their
activity in specific directions.
interests ought to be verifiable.

In this group, the accumulation of
Graduate students make a choice

between various interests, emphasizing some aspects and neglecting
the others.

If this is true, it should be possible to prove that the

two groups differ from each other in that there are higher correlations
between various attitude components among college students than among
graduate students.
In comparing the students in different years of study, one can
assume that the attitudes towards religion are more positive in the
group of graduate students than in the group of college students.
This assumption is made because graduate students select the private
institution used in the study primarily because of its religious
connotations, their life-work having been decided at an earlier date.
The same could be stated using the more general concept of conservatism:
graduate students in private parochial schools are more conseirvative
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than college students in the same schools.

Also, in order to determine

the relationship between attitude structures and sex, it is arbitrarily
presumed that women are more religious than men. To defend or reject
this hypothesis will oblige the investigator to study the structures
in terras of the sex of the subjects.

Similarly, it is presumed that

male students' attitudes towards national defense and politics are more
•positive than female students*.
Specification of Hypotheses
Hypothesis

1 Attitudes toward religion are better organized

than attitudes toward national defense or politics.
Hypothesis

2

The affective component has the highest ayerage

correlation with the other components; the cognitive component, the
next highest correlation; and the action component, the lowest
correlation.
Hypothesis

3 The attitudes in the subject groups with aroused

attitudes axe better organized than those in the groups with non
aroused attitudes.
Hypothesis

4

The arousal scores in the attitude areas of

national defense and political actiyity correlate with each other.
The religious attitude area is independent of the others.
Hypothesis

5 The value profiles of students in different

years of studies are very similar.
Hypothesis

6 The attitudes of female students are more ex

pressive than those of male students.
Hypothesis

7 The attitudes of male students are more instru

mental than those of fenale students.
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Hypothesis

8

Graiduate students have more positive attitudes

toward religion than college students.
Hypothesis

9

Male students' attitudes toward national

defense and politics are more positive than female students'.
Hypothesis 10

The various attitude components have a higher

correlation in the groups of college students than in the groups
of graduate students.
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CHAPTER IV
METHODOLOGY
The empirical part of the study consisted of two stages.

In

the first stage, the degree of usefulness and expediency of the frame
of reference developed in chapter 3 was examined.

In the second stage,

the frame of reference was used to describe the attitudes of different
student groups.

In this latter stage, an attempt was made to investi

gate attitude changes by means of the cross-section technique.
This chapter describes the methodology and procedures employed,
the instruments used, and the data-analysis techniques employed.
Independent Variables
As the most important objective of this study was to examine
the attitude structures of students in different settings, the inde
pendent variables in this study consisted of;
I. Training level:
Three classifications— college 1 students, college 3
students, and graduate students
II. Sex :
Two classifications— females and males
The time intervals between college 1, college 3, suid graduate
students are not constant.

In many cases, graduate students had already

been away from the classroom for several yeaurs, whereas the time interval
between college 1 amd college 3 students was, in general, two calendar
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years.

This difference was not disturbing since the purpose of the

study was to examine students' attitudes in terms of the theoretical
framework.

On the contrary, it was an ideal situation to study

changes in structures over a period of many years.
Females and males were chosen, not because the interest was
in the difference between the sexes but because the relationship
between sex and attitude structure was relevant to the study.
Dependent Variables
Three types of dependent variables were used;
I.

II.

III.

Variables concerning attitude contents
1.

Attitudes toward national defense

2.

Attitudes toward politics

3.

Attitudes toward religion

Variables concerning attitude structure
1.

Affective component

2.

Cognitive component

3.

Action component

Variables concerning attitude arousal

In this study, national defense includes more than just military
struggle in the defense of the country.

It also comprises emy

activity related to the support and maintenance of those traditions
which enhance the prestige of the country in the life of the individ
ual.

It covers areas such as patriotic festivals, civil defense,

national culture, armed forces, and so forth.
Politics includes activities such as political speeches,
political stickers, political campaigns, and the like.
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Religion, in this study, does not deal with specific doctrines
of the church but rather with the general questions which appear
relevant to the daily life of the individual..
More will be said when the instruments aire discussed.
It must be noted that there are weaknesses in studies which
use the cross-section technique.

First, it is difficult to trace

chauiges at the level of individual subjects.

Second, it is virtually

impossible to say to what extent the investigated groups— young
and auivanced students— were similar in their initial scores.

These

weaknesses were considered when the final results were interpreted.
Research and Statistical Design
This study is more than a survey.

It is correlational in

nature because of the type of statistics used.

However, the main goal

was to examine structures in terms of the framework developed in the
previous chapter.
The organization and structures of attitudes were examined
by following the steps listed below:
1.

The means and standard deviations of the total subject

group were obtained: that is, the scores of college 1, college 3* and
graduate students in each attitude area were used as a frame of
reference.
2.

The mean and standard deviation of the total subject

group were the means by which the raw scores of each individual group
were transformed into standardized scores.
3.

The means of the standardized scores for each individual

group was obtained.

These means served eis the loadings of the attitude
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components.

These loadings were used in locating the attitude

object in the attitude space.
4.

The correlation coefficient between the attitude components

of each individual group was determined by using Pearson's ProductMoment Correlation.
5 . For each subject group, raw scores were treuisformed into

T-scores.
6.

Attitude structures were examined by constructing attitude

representations as systems defined by the affective and cognitive
components.

The angle between the vectors that represented the

components in the system was determined by the cosine which is equal
to the correlation coefficient.

The original formula is rij=hihjcos0ij,

where rij is the correlation coefficient between the ith and jth
components, and where @ij is the angle formed by hi and hj.
Intercorrelations between attitude components were used to
determine Q in the formula above and to establish the hierarchical
order of the components.
One-way analysis of variance was used whenever it was neces
sary to make inferences or to test for significance between the means
of the different test units and between scores of male and female
subjects.
The characteristics of the instruments used were examined by
factor-analysis: the communalities being used as a measure of relia
bility.
More details on the analysis of data are given in chapter 4.
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Population and SamtJ-e
The subjects were selected from the student population of
Andrews University in the state of Michigan. Andrews University
is a parochial university which is part of the educational system
of the Seventh-day Adventist Church.

The student body is made up

of students who come from most of the fifty United States aind from many
countries outside of the United States.
There was no random sample taken from the population.

The

selection of subjects was made on the basis of availability and
willingness to respond to the questionnaires.
Although no sampling procedures were carried out to select
the students, a few of the questionnaires were randomly withdrawn
in order to equalize the number of subjects from each classification
of educational level and sex.

The subjects were distributed as shown

in table 1.
TABLE 1
DISTRIBUTION OF SUBJECTS USED IN THE SURVEY OF ATTITUDES
College 1

College 3

Graduate

Total

Females

30

30

30

90

Males

30

30

30

90

Total

60

60

60

ISO

Instruments Used
The development of instruments is one of the most important
parts of any study.

Because of its importance, it is necessary to
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examine at length the underlying principles of attitude questionnaires
and the characteristics and development of each section of the question
naire used in this study.

See appendix F for the actual questionnaire

used.
Principles Underlying the Construction of the Instruments
Originally, attitudes have been viewed as global traits.
Attitudes have been defined as affective predispositions, and,
accordingly, measurement has also been directed to the eiffective
response area.

This has been done by constructing verbal scales which

include statements concerning attitude objects.

These scales are then

used to measure the direction and intensity of the predisposition.
The popularity of the verbal attitude scale is due to the
fact that it is the easiest way to measure attitudes on the group
level.

It does not seem justifiable that verbal attitude measurement

is concentrated on one of the attitude components, especially if the
expediency of the more comprehensive concept and the importance of
the multidimensional measurement is accepted.

It must be assumed,

therefore, that verbal techniques can also be used to measure other
attitude components.
It has been claimed that attitudes, when aroused, influence our
reactions.

As conditions for the arousal the activation of a drive

state and the occurrence of relevant stimuli in the environment have
been mentioned.

It is possible to obtain information about attitudes

by means of attitude measurement only when the attitudes exert an
influence on the reactions in the measurement situation, that is, on
the responses given to the attitude statements.

This presupposes that
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the drive state connected with the attitude has been aroused and that
there are releveunt cue stimuli in the environment, in this case, the
questionnaire. It is not easy to say when a drive which is connected
with at attitude is aroused; but one can presume that a constant state
of arousal is most unlikely.

Therefore the investigator must attempt

to produce a state of arousal by using the appropriate measuring tech
nique .
In the traditional attitude measurement the examiner assumes
that the statement included in the questionnaire has sufficient
conditionning effect both to arouse the drive state and to operate as
a relevamt set of stimuli.

This assumption is open to criticism

because it can be presumed that it is only on rare occations that both
of the requirements conducive to the arousal of attitudes are
adequately met.

This might be one reason for the unreliability and

nonconformity in the findings of attitude studies. Of course, attitude
statements do arouse responses.

But by what factors and in what degree

these responses are determined is another question.
The less the attitude has been aroused, the less significant
this attitude is an explanatory factor of the overt response, of the
suiswer given to the test item.

The subjects are often confronted with

large numbers of miscellaneous statements which are formulated to
yield measures of very heterogeneous issues.

The same questionnaire

may easily include some ten scales which can be very heterogeneous in
regard to content.

To ensure that the subject will not be able to

anticipate what is being investigated, the statements are "converted";
that is, they appear to state opinions contreury to those which follow
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the pattern of presentation.

These measures are taken as means of

controlling the negative effects of response sets.
however, other consequences.

There may he,

The individual tends to organize the

different stimuli, and orientation attitudes are formed.

It is not

possible to infer how this cognitive structuring occurs in different
individuals.

It is, however, feasible to presume that the principles

of structuring vary from one individual to another and that this
variation is the greater the more heterogeneous the series of stimuli
in one manner, some in another manner, and others in a third manner.
Possibly, it is to taJte too optimistic a view to assume that the
similarity is perceived in the very manner aimed at by the investigator
who has constructed the questionnaire.

The response of the subject

to the attitude item may depend on how he has organized the total
situation, and this again may be determined by the heterogeneity
or homogeneity, the number, the order, and the contents of the attitude
statements.
The presentation of the statements measuring the same object
in close order may produce more consistency in the structuring of the
situation among the respondents than there is when the statements are
presented in mixed order.

This procedure, however, will produce

pseudo-attitudes, and the results of the measurement will lack
véilidity.

If, however, the criterion for the existence of an attitude

outlined in this study is employed, the effect of this inadequacy
is eliminated.

On the whole, the empirical validity of attitude

éussessment is improved as a result of using a variety of measurement
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'batteries (Cook & Selltiz, 1964).
The requirement for the relevance of the attitude items
should also be considered.

In the first place, the statements should

be relevant in respect that they belong, both logically and psycho
logically, to the range of the attitude being studied.

Secondly, they

should be stimulating enough for the attitude to be aroused.

These

requirements are especially important in scales used for the measure
ment of the affective component of the attitude.

All in all this study

is concerned with the expediency of the stimulus sampling in each sepa
rate case.

Attitude items are usually selected or constructed by means

of logical analysis, and their "behavior" in the empirical situation is
studied later.

After response analysis, the final battery of statements

is finally adopted.
Measurement of the Affective Component
Affective responses are mainly reactions of the autonomic
nervous system.

They might, most effectively, be studied by measure

ments of physiological variables such as blood pressure, pulse-rate,
psycho-galvanic responses, various reflexes, and so forth (Hess &
Polt, 196O; Rankin & Campbell, 1955)*
Attitude measurement has in most cases been concentrated on
differences between groups.

It is no simple task to measure physio

logical variables in group-test situations, although techniques for it
have been developed.
The affective predisposition is most readily aroused 'by stimuli
with a highly affective content.

As the traditional statement tech

nique was used, this aspect had to be taken into consideration.
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Statements with low affectivity will he answered by using some
cognitive reasoning.

The more cognitive reasoning is used, the more

neutral the statement is with regard to affective content.
Some affective predispositions have been developed through
verbal learning processes.
verbal techniques.

They can be assessed most appropriately hy

However, there are, differences between various

types of attitudes in this respect.

It is therefore not necessary

to take as a criterion of the suitability of verbal scales whether
the obtained score correlates with the behavior connected with
the predictions made of the relationships between the structure and the
function of attitudes.

That is to say that, if the affective compo

nent in expressive attitudes is assumed to be independent of the
cognitive component and if the results of the verbal attitude scale
are in accordance with this, the measuring technique is valid in this
respect.
The investigator used verbal-attitude scales, the statements
of which contained enough affective potential to arouse the affectiveresponse tendency.
The scale consisted of fifty statements.

The affective-

response tendency to each of the three attitude objects is measured
by ten statements.

The remaining statements were introduced to

prevent the formation of response sets, or pseudo-attitudes.
The scale followed the Likert method of presentation and
scaling.

The subject was instructed to indicate his personal opinion

of the statements by selecting euid writing down before each statement
the letter which best fitted his degree of agreement.
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The letters used were as follows:
A = Stron^y agree
B = Agree
C = Uncertain
D = Disagree
E = Strongly disagree
A numerical value of one was assigned to one extreme of the
attitude continuum and of five to the other.

The undecided position

was assigned the value of three.
Measurement of the Cognitive Component
The cognitive response tendency of an individual is based on
the belief about the importance of the attitude object to him.

One

might say that it depends on how the individual perceives the attitude
object to be instrumental in helping or preventing the attainment of
certain goals or values.
The beliefs concerning the attitude object may be connected
with various elements of the cognitive areas.

In order to determine

whether the merging cognitive network is positive or negative toward
the attitude object, one obviously has to attempt to map the cognitive
structure of the attitude object.

This mapping can be accomplished by

the selection of a number of psychological objects, general in nature
and considered to be relevant to the attitude object— values, goals,
and so forth— and by the examination of their connection with the atti
tude object.

Simultaneously, the importance of each value to the indi

vidual should be subjected to measurement.

When the measures on the

Importance of the values are weighed with rating expressing the
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importance that the subject attaches to the attitude object for the
attainment of these values, an index for the attitude object is
obtained.

This index will measure the cognitive component and the

general nature of the attitude object (Carlson, 1957).
The most difficult problem in this type of measurement is the
sampling of goals or values. The solution was found by including a
large number of stimuli, presumably relevant to the attitude object
examined and, at the same time, of heterogeneous character.

This

ascertained that am heterogeneous group of subjects could find some
of the stimuli in the measuring device relevant from their point of
view.
The device was divided into several units.

The first con

sisted of forty statements, each one representing a vaü.ue which was
relevant to the attitude area.

The subjects indicated how important

they personally considered each statement and how far they attempted
to attain them in their lives and in society.

A numerical value of

five was assigned to the values selected as being Extremely Important
emd a value of one to those considered Not at All Important. The value
three was assigned to the values which appeared neutral (Undecided).
The instructions directed the subject to consider carefully the im
portance of each value.
In the other units of the device, the instrumentality of the
attitude object was determined.

This was done by deciding on the basis

of how much it was considered to help or to prevent the attainment of
values amd, edso, by the importance of the values with the attainment
of which the attitude was connected.
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In this study, twenty of the Initial forty values were
selected as to the degree of their importance.

The subjects were

asked to indicate to what extent they considered each attitude object
(national defense, religion, political activities) helpful or harmful
to the attainment of these values.

The obtained scores were eulded

to the importance indices of the values, and, finally, the weighed
scores thus obtained were summed within each attitude area.

That

gave the "index of cognitive stiructure."
Measurement of the Action Comnonent
The action component of an attitude and overt action should
definitely be kept separate. La Piere (1934) tried to develop a
method by which an 0-variable and R-variable were obtained.

The

0-variable corresponded to the action component and the R-variable,
to the overt action.

However, to obtain the 0-variable one would

have to measure the R-variables.

Therefore, attempts were made to

assess the action component by direct observations of overt behavior.
This is very laborious, and verbal scales are generally used instead,
as in the measurement of the other components.

The subject is

asked how he would react in a certain hypothetical situation which
should be described in detail.

It is difficult to describe a

situation in such a detailed way that all of the respondents would
understand it in a similar way and in the way the investigator had
intended.
In this study, the subjects were asked what they had done in
real situations, how often, when last, and so forth.

This is a suitable
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method if the subjects have haul an opportunity to act in accordance
with their preferences, that is, to direct their behavior quite freely
toward the attitude object.

If the attitude object being studied

compels the subject to behave in a certain way towards it, the
technique will not be adequate.
The instrument prepared by the investigator consisted of
twenty-five statements or questions which were answered or completed
by statements identified by letters A to E or Yes or No, to which
numerical values of five to one and two or one were assigned, res
pectively.

The subject was asked how often in the course of a cer

tain period of time he had performed certain activities pertaining
to the attitude object area.
The measurement was based on actual behavior.

Therefore, all

other factors influencing reactions in given situations are sources
of error.

The instrument did not give information about action

tendency as such, but rather about action tendency in pairticular
situations.

It was difficult to eliminate error, as the desire was to

measure specifically certain actions belonging to attitude areas.
By asking about actions within a long period of time (one year) it was
hoped that the effect of chance factors would be slight.
Measurement of Arousal
As it was mentioned before, aroused attitudes influence res
ponses.

Thus, for attitudes to be measured they should be aroused.

In many csises it may be difficult to produce this state of arousal
in any marked degree.

However it can be assumed that if the subject

group is appropriately selected, the attitudes of at least some
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members will be aroused.

The investigator should, in fact, direct his

special attention to those subjects whose attitudes have been aroused,
in case he attempts to investigate general qualities of attitudes.
To be able to distinguish aroused subjects from the others he must have
ways to measure arousal.
Attitudes are aroused when the need states connected with them
are activated.

For example, someone who is ill may spend much time

contemplating religious issues.
The arousal of attitudes, therefore, can be measured by inves
tigating to what extent the subjects deliberate by themselves or with
their friends on issues connected with the attitude area.

This type

of arousal measurement yields information of arousal only under certain
conditions.

Distorted results can be obtained by factors, the most

important of which is the crystallization of the attitude.

If the

intensity and activation of the positive state are kept constant,
the subjects who do not have crystallized attitudes will deliberate
more on the notions associated with the attitude than subjects with
established response habits.

This limitation of the measuring

technique must be taken into account when conclusions are drawn on
the basis of the results.
The device consisted of thirty statements.

The subjects were

instructed to consider how much they had thought about them with
friends or by themselves.

Each attitude was covered by six statements,

the remainder being added in accordance with the principles under
lying the construction of all the measuring devices; that is, to prevent
the formation of response sets.

Numerical values of one to five were
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assigned to the letters A to E, respectively.

The letters represented

the following responses:
A = Very often
B = Often
C = Sometimes
D = Seldom
E = Never
A pilot study was carried out to determine the potential
of the measuring devices.

The sample for the pilot study included

eight students from each educational level classification.
gives the communalities for each item for the instrument.

Table 2
As the

reliability of the item is h^ + SpV— communality plus specific
variance— the figures give a measure of the reliability of the in
strument (Child, 1973, P« 36 ).
The reliability of the unit of the instrument which measured
arousal was examined by item-analysis as this procedure appeared
appropriate for the type of response sought by the investigator.
The reliability Coefficients Alpha are as follows:
Religion

.8OO3

National Defense

.6361

Politics

.6406

The content validity of the instruments was examined by a
panel of ten graduate students who were acquainted with attitude
surveys, and eight graduate-level professors from different insti
tutions in two different countries.

Statements which did not appear

relevant to 60 percent of those examining the instrument were rejected.
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TABLE 2
COMMUNALITIES FOR EACH ITEM OF THE MEASURING INSTRUMENT, OBTAINED BY FACTOR
ANALYSIS USING THE PRINCIPAL COMPONENTS METHOD AND ROTATING
BY THE VARIMAX METHOD
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.9429
.7963
.9183
.8420
.8430
.8873
.8530
.8014

.8335
.8837
.7964
.7878
.7657
.8754

.8446

.8670

.8815
.8070

.7792

.8802
.8690
.8941
.9103
.7788

.7598
.6195

.8276

.7046
.7807
.8250
.7807

.6881

.8420
.8135
.7757
.9377
.8763

.8442
.8481
.7539
.7253
.9317

.8913
.9102
.9618
.8712
.9001
.8370
.7334
.8761
.8716
.8741
.8609

.8249
.6892
.8902

.8737
.8334

.9338

.8282

.8303

.8481

.8048
.8182
.8537

.9639
.8160
.7304

.9724
.7375
.7775
.9269
.8922
.8221
.9105
.8540
.8736
.9322

.8942

.8641

.8621

.8223
.8798

.9768

.7714
.8777

.8924

.8980

.9289

.8972
.8698
.7058
.8171
.9106
.6870
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Procedures
The data were collected ty the investigator with the assistance
of two college students.

Permission to collect data was requested

and granted from the institution emd from the residence-hall deans..
The two assistants went from room to room to distribute and later to
collect the questionnaires.

The investigator himself contacted the

graduate students of the university and community students who
belonged to any of the categories under research.

As the percentage of

returned questionnaires was 92 percent, the amount needed for the study
was easily reached after one week of collecting data.

Scoring was done

manually, but the analysis was done by the computing center of Andrews
University, Michigan.
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CHAPTER V
FINDINGS
This chapter consists of the analysis of the data collected
from the l80 selected subjects.

As the study of the students'

attitudes is to be done on the basis of the framework developed pre
viously, it is reasonable to first analyze the empirical results
concerning attitude theory and then those results related to the
students themselves.
Part I
Attitude Theory
As it was stated before, this investigation does not attempt
to demonstrate the theoretical framework in an exhaustive manner.

The

following aspects of the framework were chosen to be studied; (l) the
organization of attitudes, (2) the general structure of attitudes, (3 )
the hierarchy of attitude components, and (4) the problem of attitude
arousad.

An attempt was also made to examine the change of attitudes

by means of the cross-section technique.
Organization of attitudes
Hypothesis 1 stated that "attitudes toward religion are better
organized than attitudes toward national defense or politics."

It was

assumed that the more stable attitudes are, the more consistent or
permanent they remain.

In this connection permanency must be unde]^
70
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stood to mean organization.

The latter term is used to refer to the

extent to which the loadings of the attitude components have identical
signs.

This organization can be studied by examining the location of

attitude objects in the attitude space.
Figures 4-9
student groups.
1.

show the organization of attitudes in different

To form these figures the following steps were taken:

The means and standard deviations of the total subject

group were obtained.

That is, the scores of the attitude components

of college 1, college 3. and graduate students in each attitude area
were used as a frame of reference.
2.

By use of the mean and standard deviations of the total

subject group, the raw scores of each individual were transformed into
standardized scores.
3.

The means of the standardized scores for each individual

group was obtained.
components.

These means served as the loadings of the attitude

They were used in locating the attitude object in the

attitude space.
By using this method, a zero-point of the attitude space can
be defined.

It is the mean of the subject group, and the location of

attitude objects is determined by the standard-score means of the
components.

It must be noted that for each figure drawn amother

"zero-point" was placed at standard score 1.00.
dimensions were drawn from this zero-point.

The component

This was done to prevent

an erroneous idea of the structure of attitudes; when attitudes are
examined from this zero-point, the attitudes of all groups are
"positive," and the differences between the groups are differences in
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Organization of Attitudes toward

National Defense,
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the degree of "positivlty". As the components are drawn orthogonally,
a description of this kind could cause wrong ideas because the
measurement of the attitudes was not bipolar in the sense it should
be.
The three tables in appendix A show the standard score means
that were used to locate the attitude objects in the attitude space.
For the sake of clarity, the three dimensional space for each attitude
was drawn in two consecutive figures.

The first of the two figures

is defined by the affective and cognitive components, and the second,
by the affective and action components.
Tables 3"5 show, in summary form, the signs that each attitude
component had in the attitude space.

An examination of the figures

and the tables reveals that college 1 males and graduate females have
well-organized attitudes toward national defense.

In the axea, of

politics college 1 males and college 3 females have well-organized
attitudes.

In the attitudes toward religion graduate students

as a whole display well-organized attitudes.
In all the other cases, the signs of the attitude components
are not consistent.

This applies to all attitude areas.

As attitudes toward religion do not present themselves as
being better organized in all subject groups, hypothesis 1 cannot be
accepted.
The use of the standard score means as loadings of the attitude
components was bound to mask the attitude organization of the indivi
dual subject.

An examination of tables l4-19 in appendix B, where the

organization of each individual subject's attitudes is shown, confirms
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TABLE 3
ORGANIZATION OF ATTITUDES TOWARD NATIONAL DEFENSE,
TOTAL SUBJECT GROUP
College 1
Aff.

Cog.

M

+

+

F

+

+

M
F
*

Grsuiuate

College 3
Act.

Aff.

Cog.

Act.

+ *

+

+

-

-

—

+

+

Aff.

+

Cog.

Act.

+

+

+

+ *

Males
Females
Well-organized Attitudes
TABLE 4
ORGANIZATION OF ATTITUDES TOWARD
TOTAL SUBJECT GRUOP
College 1

College 3

Aff.

Cog.

M

+

+

+ *

+

F

-

-

+

+

M
F
*

POLITICS,

Act.

Aff.

Cog.

+

Graduate
Act.

Aff.

Cog.

Act.

-

—

-

+

+ *

+

+

-

Males
Females
Well-organized Attitudes
TABLE 5
ORGANIZATION OF ATTITUDES TOWARD
TOTAL SUBJECT GROUP
College 1
Aff.

Cog.

RELIGION,

Graduate

College 3
Act.

Aff.

Cog.

Act.

Aff.

Cog.

Act.

M

-

+

-

-

+

+

+

+

+ *

F

-

+

-

-

+

+

+

+

+ *

H
F
*

Males
Females
Well-organized Attitudes
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the masking.

However, the pattern of attitude organization la

reflected in the total subject group.

These same tables will be re

ferred to when the attitudes of the different subject groups
are compstred in part II of the study.
Hierarchy of Cornxxanents
Hypothesis 2 states that "the affective component has the
highest average correlation with the other components; the cognitive
component, the next highest; and the action component, the lowest
average correlation."
This hypothesis oan be tested by examining the intercorrela
tions of the components.

If the affective component plays a pre

dominant role in attitudes, it should have the highest correlations
with the other two components, the cognitive component would have the
second highest correlations, and the action component should show
the lowest correlations.
In table 6 one can observe how often each of the correlation
scores between the different components occupied first, second, and
third places.

These scores were obtained from the table of

intercorrelations as they are presented in appendix C.

In each

case, the correlation coefficients between the affective and cognitive
components, between the affective and action components, and between
the cognitive and action components were obtained for each attitude
area and for each student group.

Table 6 shows that the correlation

of the affective component with the other two components is
generally highest.

The correlation of the cognitive component with

the other two comes second, and the action component occupies the
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last place.

The score of each component was obtained by multiply

ing the number of times it occupied first place, second place, and
third place by the respective weighting and ty summing the products.
TABLE 6
HIERARCHY OF COMPOIIENTS— GBTAINED FROM
CORRELATIONS IN ORDER OF SIZE
Greatest

Medium

Smallest

Score

Rank

Weighting

3

2

1

Affective

14

14

8

78

1

Cognitive

13

11

12

73

2

5

15

16

61

3

Action

The influence of the affective component is seen not only
by the place it occupies, but also by the fact that the action com
ponent occupied the second place fifteen times, reflecting the
weaker influence of the cognitive component.
The results support hypothesis 2.
General Structures of Attitudes
Closely related to the organization of attitudes is the
attitude structure; and as the acceptance or rejection of some
hypotheses depends on the observation of the structures, it is appro
priate to examine the attitude structures at this point.

However,

the implications of the observations will be dealt with when the
changes in direction of intensity of attitudes are analyzed.
Figures 10-27 show the actual structure of attitudes as a
system composed of the affective and the cognitive components.

The
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loadings of attitude components are described here as vector lengths,
and the angle between the dimensions show how the components are
related to each other.
In order to examine the functions of attitudes, which was
operationally defined according to the relations between components,
it is necessary to try to obtain information about the mutual relations
between the components.
a frame of reference.

This was done by taking the entire sample as
For each subject a standard score in each

attitude component was computed.

These standard scores were trans

formed into T-scores, and the means of the T-scores for each component
was calculated. T-scores were obtained by multiplying the z-scores
by 10, and by adding jO to the product.
as vector lengths.

The T-score means were used

The drawings are scaled down, and this must be taken

into consideration when interpretations are made.

The angle that

separates the vector lengths was obtained by using the formula stated
on page 55, rij=hihjcos@ij.
The relationship between the action component and the other
two components was not illustrated because the correlations between
them were very small.

In almost every case the angle would be 90°,

and the vectors would be orthogonal.
As it was said before, the implications of the examination of
figures 10-2? will be dealt with when the changes in attitude structures
are studied.
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r = .319
Cognitive

Affective

Pig. 10, The Structure of the Attitude toward
Defense, College 1 Females.

National

Cognitive

Affective

Fig. 11. The Structure of the Attitude toward
Defense, College 3 Females.

National

133
Cognitive

Affective

79®

Fig. 12. The Structure of the Attitude toward
Defense, Grauluate Females.

National
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Cognitive

Affective

Pig. 13 . The Structure of the Attitude toward National
Defense, College 1 Males.

Cognitive

Affective

Pig. 14. The Structure of the Attitude toward National
Defense, College 3 Males.

.076

Affective

Cognitive

Pig. 15 . The Structure of the Attitude toweurd National
Defense, Graduate Males.
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175

Affective

Cognitive

80°

Fig. l6. The Structure of the Attitude toward Politics,
College 1 Females.

-.065
Cognitive

Affective

Fig. 17. The Structure of the Attitude towaœd Politics,
College 3 Females.

389
Affective

Cognitive

Fig. 18. The Structure of the Attitude toward Politics,
Graduate Females.
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Cognitive

Affective

76®

The Structure of the Attitude toward Politics
College 1 Males.

r = .317
Cognitive

Affective

71°

Fig. 20.
College 3 Males.

The Structure of the Attitude toward Politics,

r = .160
Cognitive

Affective

80®

Fig. 21.
Graduate Males.

The Structure of the Attitude toweurd Politics,
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r = .048
Cognitive

Affective

The Structure of the Attitude toward Religion,
College 1,Females.

r = .240
Cognitive

Affective

76®

Fig. 2 3 . The Structure of the Attitude toward Religion,
College 3 Females.

Cognitive

Affective

100

Pig. 24. The Structure of the Attitude toward Religion,
Graduate Perales.
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Cognitive

Affective
69°

Fig. 2 5 . The Structure of the Attitude toward
College 1 Males.

Religion,

Cognitive

Affective

Fig. 2 6 . The Structure of the Attitude toward
College 3 Males.

Religion,

r = -.0 3 3
Affective

Cognitive

Fig. 2 7 . The Structure of the Attitude toward
Graduate Males.

Religion,
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Attitude Changes
The term attitude change in this study connotes the changes
in the mutual relations between the components; that is, the structural
changes of attitudes and changes in direction and intensity.
Again, the figures 10-27 which expressed the attitude
structures in the systems composed of the principal components can
be used.

Changes in the direction and intensity of attitudes can

also be studied separately for each component so that changes in
various groups can be seen simultaneously.
Therefore, it is also important to examine figures 28-36
before discussing the attitude changes toward the specific attitude
objects.

These figures and the illustrations of the attitude

structures will serve as the basis for the conclusions.

Figures

28-36 show the changes in direction and intensity of the attitudes of

the subject groups.

In each figure the zero-point is equivalent to

the standard-score mean of the total sample for each attitude component.
The intensity of the change was measured

comparing the distances

between the zero-point and the intersections between the line segments,
F and M, and the line defining the level of training.

The direction of

the change was examined by observing lines, F and M, which represent
females and male subjects, respectively.

Points of intersection to the

right of the zero-point were considered to be in the positive side,
and those to the left of the zero-point were considered to be in the
negative side.

The distances between the zero-point and the points of

intersection were determined by the standard-score means of in
dividual groupe.
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Figures 10-3 6 show that in female student groupe the share of
the affective component decreases between college 1 and college 3t the
only exception being in attitudes towzurd politics.

This trend

toward a smaller share of the affective component continues until
graduate school, with the single exception of attitudes toward
national defense where the affective component varies slightly to
ward the positive end of the scale.
As the affective component decreases, the cognitive com
ponent increases its share.

This is a general trend between college 1

and college 3: but it slows down between college 3 and graduate students.
However, as the affective component diminishes between college 3 end
graduate subjects, the cognitive component, which remains much the
same, dominates the structures.

It can be said that the attitude un

dergoes a change in the instrumental direction.
In female groups, the action component does not cheuige in maj
one specific manner.
For male student groups the attitudes follow a similar course
as that of the female groups; the affective component diminishes— the
only exception being in attitudes toward religion in graduate
students— and cognitive component remains much the same, thereby gain
ing dominance.
As attitudes toward national defense are examined, there is not
a marked difference between graduate and college students.

In the

coordinates formed by the affective, cognitive, and action components,
graduate students and college students are located in the same ares.
The location within the action component presents the only exception.
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Figures 10-36 show that in female student groups the share of
the affective component decreases between college 1 and college 3» the
only exception being in attitudes toward politics.

This trend

toward a smaller share of the affective component continues until
graduate school, with the single exception of attitudes toward
national defense where the affective component varies slightly to
ward the positive end of the scale.
As the affective component decreases, the cognitive com
ponent increases its share.

This is a general trend between college 1

and college 3; but it slows down between college 3 and graduate students.
However, as the affective component diminishes between college 3 and
graduate subjects, the cognitive component, which remaims much the
same, dominates the structures.

It can be said that the attitude un

dergoes a change in the instrumental direction.
In female groups, the action component does not change in any
one specific manner.
For male student groups the attitudes follow a similar course
as that of the female groups: the affective component diminishes— the
only exception being in attitudes toward religion in graduate
students— and cognitive component remains much the same, thereby gain
ing dominance.
As attitudes toward national, defense are examined, there is not
a marked difference between graduate auid college students.

In the

coordinates formed by the affective, cognitive, and action components,
graduate students aind college students axe located in the same area.
The location within the action component presents the only exception.
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Changes In attitudes toward national defense appear to depend on sex.
With one exception in each case, the attitude of female students to
ward national defense change in a positive direction during training,
while the attitudes of male students change in the reverse direction.
This takes place in all components.
In the area of politics it is difficult to talk about wellorganized attitudes.

The component loadings are very inconsistent,

and the existence of well-organized attitudes is doubtful.

For the

ssdce of completeness, the measurement results concerning politics
were presented.

The affective component reveals a change toward the

positive between college 1 and 3 in both males and females, and a
change toward the negative between college 3 and graduate students.
As far as the cognitive componet is concerned, changes in all groups
take place inconsistently.

It does not appear that students have

definite ideas about the importance of politics in the attainment of
their goals.
In the attitude area of religion the cognitive and action
components change toward the positive side between college 1 and
college 3, but is reversed between college 3 and graduate students.
The affective component chéinges quite drastically toward the expressive
side between college 3 and graduate students.

Rurticipation in re

ligious activities increase in college 3 students, but religion becomes
more expressive and less active and cognitive as the years advance.
One observation that must be noted is that for college students
attitude changes are not dependent on sex.

At most, one can advance the

idea that attitude changes are a function of years of training.
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Arousal of Attitudes
The concept of arousal forms an integral part of the theoretical
framework.

Two hypotheses were formulated with the purpose of study

ing the theoretical aspects of arousal.

They are:

Hypothesis 3: The attitudes of the subject groups with aroused
attitudes are better organized than those in the groups with non
aroused attitudes.
Hypothesis 4: The arousal scores in the attitude areas of
national defense and politics correlate with each other, whereas the
religious attitude is independent of the others.
To accept or reject these hypotheses, each subject group was
divided into two, according to the respective arousal score.

Students

were considered as having aroused attitudes if their scores were 18 or
higher.

It was felt that since the ratings ranged from 1 to 5 and

since there were six statements, students who fell below l8 had con
sistently chosen ratings below 3*

This presented a problem in the

area of religion where every subject fell into the category of aroused
attitudes.

On the other hand, and with some minor exceptions, the

subjects who were considered to have aroused attitudes in national
defense and politics were considerably fewer that those with non
aroused attitudes.

However, it was considered that this part of the

study could still be examined since the approach to its understanding
and the actual results are worthy of attention.
Within each group, the means, standard deviations, z-scores,
and intercorrelations were computed.

These operations did not include

the area of religion.
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An examination of the standard deviations of scores can reveal
the variation of the attitude-component scores.

It was assumed that

attitude-component scores vary more within aroused attitudes than
within non-aroused attitudes.

The degree of arousal was examined

separately in male and female groups, as in figures 37-^•
If the attitude structures are drawn and examined, the effect
of arousal should he mainfested as higher intercorrelations of the
main attitude components.

Attitudes toward religion are left out for

the reason given above.
As it can he observed, the correlation between the affective
and cognitive components are higher for the aroused attitudes; that
is, they are more consistent.

.382
Affective

Cognitive

Fig. 37. The Structure of Aroused Attitudes toward
National Defense, Females.
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Cognitive

Affective

67°

Pig. 3 8 . The Structure of Aroused Attitudes toward

Politics,

Females.

288
Cognitive

Affective

Pig. 39. The Structure of Non-aroused Attitudes toward
National Defense, Females.

291
Affective

Cognltve

Pig. 4c. The Structure of Non-aroused Attitudes toward
Politics, Females.
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Cognitive

Affective

Pig. 4i.
Defense, Males.

The Structure of Aroused Attitudes toward

National

Cognitive

Affective
72°

Fig. 42.

The Structure of Aroused Attitudes toward

Politics,

Males.

281
Affective

Cognitive

Pig. 4 3 . The Structure of Non-aroused Attitudes toward.
National Defense, HsJ.es.
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r = .202
Affective

Pig. 44.
Politics, Males.

Cognitive

The Structure of Non-aroused Attitudes toward

In hypothesis 4 it was expressed that attitude areas belong
ing to similar content areas would eill be aroused if one of them was
aroused.

In this study, the areas of politics and national defense

were considered to be similar in content area.

It must be expected that

their éirousal scores correlate strongly with each other, whereas the
arousal scores in the area of religion will prove to be independent
of the others.

Table 8 shows the intercorrelation of arousal measures.

As can be seen in the results shown in table 8, the arousal
scores in the areas of national defense smd politics correlate with
each other.

The results for both males and females are very similar.

Consequently, hypothesis 4 is upheld.
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TABLE 7
THE STANDARD OP DEVIATIONS OP AROUSED AND
NON-AROUSED ATTITUDE SCORES (z-SCORES)
Pemales

Males

Aroused

Nonaroused

Aroused

Nonaroused

N= 11

N= 89

N= 19

N= 71

Affective Component

.932

.887

.912

.931

Cognitive Component

.963

.967

.989

.946

Action Component

.85 8

.798

.997

.994

N= 26

N= 64

N= 23

N= 67

Affective Component

.856

.927

1.023

.999

Cognitive Component

.958

.901

.988

1.003

Action Component

.946

.764

1.034

.742

National Defense

Politics

TABLE 8
INTERCORRELATIONS OF AROUSAL MEASURES
Pemales

N=

1.

National Defense

2.

Politics

3.

Religion

1

2

3

Males

1

1.

National Defense

.553

2.

Politics

.487

.189 .187

3 . Religion

.102

2

.203
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Part II
Attitudes in Subject Groups
The remaining hypotheses deal with attitudes in the different
subject groups.

As it was seen, the hypotheses pertaining to the

attitude theory obtained support from the empirical material.

It

can be said that the framework used as reference appears to work
satisfactorily and that it can be used to study the nature and change
of attitudes.
Hypothesis 5 states: "The values profiles of students in
different years of studies are very similar."
Figures ^5 ancL 46 present the value structure of the student
groups.

The profiles of female students and male students were drawn

separately.

Similarity of profiles was deduced visually.

To arrive at the scores used to draw the profiles the means
of the value scores for each student group was obtainted.

These

means served as structure points.
It is clearly seen that the value profiles of all subjects
are very similar, irrespective of the sex or educational level.

The

only noticeable difference is in the average scores of male graduate
students.

The latter do not appear to consider any of the listed values

as unimportant.
Hypothesis 5 is supported by the examination of the value
profiles.
Hypothesis 6 states that "the attitude of female students are
more expressive than those of male students."

To determine the ac

ceptance or rejection of this hypothesis one must study the organization
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of structures as displayed in figures 4-27 and in tables 14-19 in
appendix B.

When the attitude structures are examined it appears that

in female students the affective component dominates.

The dif

ference between the affective and cognitive components is not large,
but the cognitive component tends to vaxy more; whereas the affective
component increases in importance or remains static.

It can be

stated that the affective component gets stronger, and the attitude
becomes more expressive.

This is particularly the case of attitudes

toward religion.
The same cannot be said when the organization of individual
subjects' attitudes is examined.
not dominate the others.

Here, the affective component does

Although hypothesis 6 gains some measure of

support, it is not sufficient to uphold it.

It must be rejected.

Hypothesis 7 says that "the attitudes of male students are
more instrumental than those of female students."
For this hypothesis to be accepted the cognitive component
would have to dominate in the attitude structures of male students.
A careful observation of the structures reveals that this is the case
in the attitudes toward religion and national defense.

In attitudes

toward politics the affective component dominates.
The same picture is not reflected when the organization of
individual subjects' attitudes is examined.

In college 1 and college

3 males the cognitive component is dominant in each attitude area.
Graduate rales' attitudes are observed as being inconsistent.

Only

in attitudes toward religion does the affective component stand out.
In the light of this observation it can be stated that in
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males' attitudes the cognitive component is dominant.

Therefore,

hypothesis 7 is upheld.
Hypothesis 8 states that "greiduate students have more positive
attitudes toward religion than college students."
is upheld.

This hypothesis

Indeed, college 1 and college 3 students' attitudes do not

appear to he consistent.

Some components have signs which are not

consistent with the signs of the other components.

Only graduate

students show consistency in the positiveness of their attitudes
toward religion.

Therefore, hypothesis 8 is accepted.

Hypothesis 9. which states that "male students' attitudes
toward national defense and politics are more positive than female
students", must be rejected.

An examination of the structures and

of the organization of individual subjects' attitudes reveals that
only college 1 male students have more positive attitudes toward
national defense and politics than the other groups. Consequently,
this hypothesis cannot be accepted.
The same thing applies to hypothesis 10 which stated that
"female students' attitudes toward religion are more positive than
male students'." The examination of figures 4-27 and of tables
14— 19 in appendix B shows that the attitudes of male and female
subjects toward religion are not different.

Therefore, hypothesis 10

cannot be accepted.
Hypothesis 11 states that "the various attitude areas have
a higher correlation of the groups of college students them in the
groups of graduate students."
The relevemt intercorrelations from appendix C are displayed
in tables 9-10.
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TABLE 9
INTERCORRELATIONS BETWEEN ATTITUDE AREAS,
FEMALE SUBJECTS
College 1

College 3

Graduate

2. Pol. Af.

.112

.135

-.224

3. Nat. Af.

-.467
++

1. Rel. Af.

-.154

-.028

.378
■ +

-.105

.358

.391
+
.043

-.133

1. Rel. cg.
2. Pol. cg.

-.076

3. Nat. cg.

-.137

.025

.463
+
.460
+

.388
+

1. Rel. Ac.
2. Pbl. Ac.

-.304

3. Nat. Ac.

-.0 5 0

-.092
-.109

-.040

.042
-.076

-.199

.217

Degrees of Freedom = 28
+

Significant at .05 level

-H- Significant at .01 level
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TABLE 10
INTERCORRELATIONS BETWEEN ATTITUIE AREAS,
MALE SUBJECTS
College 1

College 3

Graduate

1. Rel. Af
2. Pol. Af.

.034

.592

.042

-H-F
3. Nat. Af.

—.660

—.003

-.3 9 1

+++

+

2. Pol. Cg.

.087

.222

3. Nat. Cg.

.483
++

--.253

.568

.001

++

1. Rel. Cg.

.262

.094

.130
.209

.174

.107

1. Rel. Ac.
2. Pol. Ac.

-.228

3. Nat. Ac.

- .0 3 4

-.206
.161

- .1 2 9

-.212
.655

.164

-.046

+++
Degrees of Freedom = 28
+

Significant at .05 level

++

Significeuit at .01 level

+++ Significant at .001 level
As can be observed, the hypothesis is upheld, particularly
when it applies to the affective and cognitive components.

It is not

always supported when the action component is considered in the
female groups.
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CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY, DISCUSSION, AND IMPLICATIONS
It is appropriate to conclude this study with a discussion
of findings and with an examination that the implications hear on
related matters.

Firstly, however, the main areas of the study must

he summarized.
Summary
The purpose of the study was to survey the attitude structures
of selected undergratuate and graduate students in an attempt to
demonstrate the rationality of the theoretical framework which was
developed before the actual survey had hegun.

Moreover, it was

expected that the findings of the study would throw light upon the
concept of "attitude" and that they could provide solutions to the
problems of education.
The review of literature which included computer searches of
related material covered areas such as the

history of the "attitude"

concept and attitude research, the underlying processes in the under
standing of attitude emd attitude theory.

The works and suggestions

of men such as Katz, Rosenberg, and Heider were studied with the
purpose of finding ideas which would help in the development of the
framework which was to serve as the central part of the study.

Models

of attitude change were considered as well; and particular attention was
paid to those models which deal with attitude consistency and attitude
114
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change.
Based on the review of literature, a number of propositions
were made.

These propositions form a central part of the theoret

ical framework.

They deal with questions such as the existence of

attitudes, the hierarchy of components, location of the attitude
components in the attitude space, the role of attitude function in
attitude formation and attitude change, the role of arousal in
the manifestation of attitudes, conditions for attitude changes, and,
finally, with states of balance or unbalance which prevent or precede
a change in attitudes.
The theoretical framework was used as the central part of the
study and from it a number of hypotheses were formulated. Four of these
hypotheses dealt with the usefulness of the framework ; the rest
dealt with students' attitudes.

It must be repeated that a demon

stration of the whole framework was not attempted in this study.
Only the assumptions which dealt with the existence of attitudes,
with the hierarchy of components and with the arousal of attitudes,
were considered.
Once the rationality of the framework was established, the
attitudes of selected male and female students in college 1, college 3,
and graduate school toward national defense, politics, and religion
were examined.
The subjects responded to a questionnaire which measured their
attitudes toward the three specified areas in terms of the components
which make up an attitude ; namely, the affective, cognitive, and action
components.

The same instrument also measured the degree of arousal
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and the degree of Importance of selected values which were related to
the attitude areas under investigation.
The analysis of the subjects' responses was carried out using
each hypothesis as both the source of direction and the ultimate goal.
In this manner, any analysis which did not appear relevant for the
purpose of accepting or rejecting the hypotheses was not considered.
Computations for the intercorrelations were done by the computer at
Andrews University, Berrien Springs, Michigan.

All other computations

such as raw-scores and z-score means, standard deviations, T-scores,
some intercorrelations, and all of the illustrations were done manually
by the investigator.
The findings were as follows:
1.

The first hypothesis which dealt with the organization of

attitudes was not upheld.

It was observed that the loadings of

attitude objects were not more consistent toward religion than toward
the other areas.

However, the framework proved useful in the study of

attitude existence and consistency.
2.

The three attitude components proved to be hierarchical,

although only a small difference was noted between the affective and
cognitive components.

The affective component ranked first, the

cognitive component came second, and the action component, third.
3.

The attitudes in subject groups who have aroused at

titudes are more consistent than those in the groups with non-aroused
attitudes; that is, their main components have higher intercorrelations■
It also means that their attitudes are better organized.
4.

The arousal scores in related attitude areas correlate
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with each other.

The arousal scores for the areas of national

defense and politics, both social questions, correlated with each
other.

Arousal scores for the area of religion were independent of the

other two.
5 . The value profiles of the subjects were found to be very

similar.
Using the attitude structures and tables of attitude organi
zation the following findings were obtained;
6.

Females are not more expressive than males.

That means

that the affective component does not dominate the attitude structure.
The difference between the affective and cognitive components was
very small.
7 . The attitudes of male students were found to be more

instrumental than those of female students: the cognitive component
dominated their attitude structures.
6.

Graduate students have more positive attitudes toward

religion than college students.
9 . There is no difference between the degree of positiveness

in males and females in attitudes toward national defense and
politics.
10.

There is no difference between male and female subjects

in their attitudes towétrd religion.
11.

The various attitude areas have higher correlations in the

groups of college students than in the groups of graduate students.
Implications— Attitude Theory and Attitude Concept
A theoretical framework must be judged in terms of its Use-
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fulness.

To assess the usefulness of a framework one can examine it

on the following grounds :
1.

Logical clarity

2.

Economy

3-

Possibility of predictions

4.

Possibility for empirical testing

5.

Accordance with empirical facts

A new theoretical framework should prove more useful and
expedient than earlier ones.

In other words, one should be able to

obtain information that could not be obtained by using earlier frames
of reference.

In traditional attitude research emphasis has been

placed on the affective component.

This component has been measured,

and the whole attitude has been evaluated on its terms.

The framework,

which used three components, added the cognitive and measured the
action component independently without recourse to overt action.

Atti

tude is examined, consequently, as a larger and more structured entity.
When the information obtained in this study is considered, one
becomes aware of its potential.

Firstly, if only the affective component

had been measured, it only could have been said that graduate students
have more positive attitudes toward religion than college students and
that they do not change very much between the groups.

It would have

been impossible to observe consistent differences between groups in
attitudes toward

politics, nor could a unidimensional approach have

told much about the organization of attitudes in this area.

As far

as attitudes toward national defense are concerned one could have
noted that females' attitudes are more favorable than males' attitudes
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and. that these attitudes change with the students' years of training.
The framework which was used in this study allowed the
acquisition of the following:
1.

Information about the structures of attitudes

2.

Information about structural changes which were inde

pendent of the attitude area
3.

Information about the differences in attitude structures

between the groups, even if the difference was not apparent
4.

Information about how the subjective importauice of

attitude objects changes in different groups during years of training
5.

Information about the relationships between the different

attitude components
Information about attitude structures and their changes is of
great importance.

The fact that one can observe that attitude changes

occur in different ways in the different components and that
influencing different components gives different results allows
methods for shaping attitudes more effectively to be developed.

In

deed, it can be claimed that the information gathered is releveuit for
behavioral research and education.

Therefore the first criterion for

the usefulness of a framework is fulfilled.
A theoretical framework is evaluated by testing empirically
the hypotheses derived from it.
of reference were tested.
attitudes was tested.

Four hypotheses related to the frame

First, the degree of the organization of

The results indicate that the assumptions

formulated about the degree of organization appear to be supported.
Both

the attitude structures as they are displayed in the drawings
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and the organization of individual subjects' attitudes point in the
sane direction: that attitudes toweurd the three areas are not very
well organized.

It csui be stated that the criterion of attitude

organization functioned well enough.

A closer examination brings up

the several instances where attitude objects should have received
consistent loadings, but which was* not the case. This was due, most
probably, to the fact that the sample used did not meet the require
ments in this respect.
The hierarchy of components was supported.

The affective

component, assumed to be the strongest component, was most strongly
related to the other components; the cognitive component comes next
and the action component, last.
The fact that the components differ in value should be seen
when the changes of attitude components are examined.

It can be noted

that when all the investigated groups are studied across the different
attitude areas the greatest changes occur in the cognitive component.
Obvious differences between the affective and action component cannot
be easily observed.

This is due primarily to the instrument which

measured the affective and action components in a similar manner,
but which measured the cognitive component in a more complex manner.
If this is taken into consideration, the results are in accordance
with the assumption of hierarchy ; namely, that the affective component
has a greater resistance to change.
The degree of arousal was examined by determining how much time
the subjects devoted to thinking by themselves or in company on
matters related to the different attitude areas.

This method of
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measurement has limitations but measures arousal independent of what
the subjects' attitudes are.

Both an atheist and a sincere Christian

can devote an equal part of their time to problems related to the
area of religion.

Also, a political candidate looking for votes and an

individual who doubts if he will ever vote can think equally about
questions related to politics.

In the groups that were investigated

attitudes and arousal correlated with each other.

Unfortunately,

the arousal scores obtained in the area of religion did not permit
a verification of this phenomenon in that area.

However, since the

correlations were low, it is difficult to say that there is much
variance between the components in groups with aroused and non
aroused attitudes.
The validity of the instrument measuring arousal was studied
byobserving whether the different interests correlated with
other.

each

It was assumed that the religious area was independent of

the others.

When the correlation coefficients in the whole subject

group were examined it was observed that the results were in accordance
with the hypothesis.

It can be said that the instrument measuring

arousal functioned satisfactorily.
In summary, the testing of the theoretical framework revealed
that it can work, that it is useful to study attitudes.
of attitude is enriched by it.

The concept

Attitudes can be described by using

it.
The assumptions regarding attitude changes remain totally un
tested.

To verify those assumptions requires am experimental design.

This, too, gives credit to the framework because it provides areas to
be researched.
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Attitudes in Subject Grout»
The cognitive component was defined In this study as the
perceived Instrumentality of an attitude object.

In order to obtain

Information about the subjective degree of Instrumentality, the goals
In the attainment of which attitude objects serve as means were
selected.

An attempt was made to Include Instrumental and expressive

values; the function of attitudes also guided In the selection of
attitude objects.
The profiles are very similar for all subject groups.
The results may appear trivial If the selected values are defined as
universalities In today's society.

But they become relevant If they

lead to the conclusion that the value profiles become similar Irrespec
tive of the students' educational background, sex, and so forth.

This

alternative is more feasible, although the question deserves further
treatment with different control groups.
Clear-cut differences and changes In the value profiles were
not observed.

At most. It could be said that materialistic values

gain in Importance as one grows older, particularly In male groups.
When attitude structures were studied It was discovered that
women's attitudes tend to change in the expressive direction.

The

weakening of the cognitive component In the total attitude can take
place In two ways.

First, It may be that the values change.

The

importance attached to a value decreases, and the perceived Instrumen
tality will decrease as well.

Second, the loading of the component

can diminish so that the Importance of the value remains unchanged,
but the Instrumentality— Its Importance as a means of value attalnment-
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is perceived to le less.

If this latter alternative is true a change

has occurred in the cognitive component in the sense defined in the
present study.

If the values change, as in the first alternative,

one is not examining the changes in instrumentality but a change in
values.

By studying the value profiles one can observe that the

relative importance of values has not changed significantly.

The

changes must have occurred specifically in the beliefs of the sub
jects concerning how the attitude objects serve the attainment of
values.

The data show that older students perceive the attitude

objects as less effective instruments in the value attainment than
younger students.

The development goes in a more realistic direction.

When the organization of attitude areas was examined, it could
be noticed that graduate students did not differ clearly from college
students.

The structures were not very clear.

It is possible to speculate concerning the reason for this.
The lack of great differences cannot be imputed to the fact that the
students have the same interests.

If one area is thought to be important

by one group, all groups tend to consider it important also.

A more

feasible explanation is that all subject groups come from a strong
religious background and that their religiousness colors all of their
attitudes.

The fact that graduate students have more positive atti

tudes toward religion could be caused ly crystallization of the
components, whereas the college students' components are more flexible.
In most cases, however, the religiousness of the students was con
ducive to the direction of the responses given to the attitude
questions.

The fact that most subjects consider the religious atti-
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tude area very important has made them consider the others in terms
of this area.
The differences in attitudes toward religion that could
be observed can be explained.

Graduate students' attitudes toward

religion are not considered problematic.

In college 1 subjects the

question of religion is still problematic, and the direction of the
loadings of the attitude components is not defined.

Also, the fact

that attitudes toward religion appesir negative could be caused by a
desire to establish independence from parental guidance in such matters.
A disturbing observation is that religious activity diminishes
in the graduate students.

This could be due to the fact that in the

institution where they study opportunities to act in accordance with
their beliefs are lacking.

Or it could mean that graduate students

are satisfied with their status and religious state and do not feel
the importance of actions in their religious life.
College 3 students appear more patriotic that any other group.
Graduate students have other interests; and college 1 students are too
busy eisserting themselves to be bothered with patriotic questions.
College 3 students may invest time in patriotic activities in an
effort to expand their intersts or in the fulfillment of some curricular
assignment.

Differences in attitudes toward politics and national

defense require further study.
The empirical results do not yield a consistent picture of
heterogenization of attitudes.

Generally, however, a negative trend

is observed, exception being granted to the religious area in graduate
students.

In other words, the subjective importance of attitudes as
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means in the attainment of values diminishes.
Im-plications Concerning Education
In this study, an attempt was made to obtain information about
the differences between the attitudes of students at different
educational levels.

Background variables were not considered.

Attention was focussed on what kind of attitudes are possessed ly
those who go into the type of institution that was used in this study.
It was observed that the value profiles were very similar in
all student groups.

This has been discussed already.

The fact that females' attitudes toward the objects tended
to become expressive cUid attitudes of male subjects become instrumental
may influence the terms of educational objectives of the institution.
Although not much can be derived from the information gath
ered about the differences between the subject groups, a great amount
can be deduced from the potential of the theoretical ftamework.
First, if aroused attitudes are more easily manifested, teachers or
institutions should provide facilities, materials, and activities which
are conducive to the arousal of specific attitudes.

Second, as the

affective and cognitive components are dominant in the attitude struc
tures, a state of unbalance with an intent to create attitude changes
can begin to be created hy concentrating on the action component.
Efforts to change the sign of the cognitive component would follow
next.

With two of the components having signs contrary to the affec

tive component, it would be reasonable to expect a change toward the
desired direction.

Third, the material that is taught and the

activities that are carried out must be examined to orient the attitudes
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of the students.
Scholars have postulated that reasoning is developed ty the
presentation of conflicting material.

This is not challenged here ;

but if conflicting material is presented to the students it is not
reasonable to expect that the attitudes will be formed in a consistent
and well-organized manner.

It would be a more reasonable to expect

fluidity in the organization of attitudes.
Conclusions
The study has accomplished what it set out to do: the theo
retical framework proved to be useful in the study of attitudes; the
concept of attitude has been clarified and enriched; and the attitudes
of students were surveyed and examined in terms of the framework.
It is true that the study of the usefulness of the framework
to examine students' attitudes was limited by the population used
in the study.

It can also be stated that the frame of reference makes

considerable demands on attitude measurement.

Both poles of the

dimensions must be measureable, and this was not satisfactorily done in
this study.

These limitations only serve as a challenge for future re-

seétrch.
This study is not the beginning and the end in itself.

It

serves as the first step in a series of studies which must succeed or
fail to demonstrate the theoretical framework in its totality.

The

problems of bipolar measurements and of the zero-point will require
primary attention.

This must be followed by the development of scales

to measure the action component more adequately.
also needed in the role of arousal.

Further study is

Finally, the study of the propo-
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sltlons which were not examined in this study needs to be considered.
When all these preliminary steps are solved the framework could prove
its usefulness in areas related to behavioral and educational research:
abnormal psychology, clinical psychology, curriculum development,
formulation of objectives, and teaching and learning theories, to name
a few.
Despite the limitations of this study, useful information was
gathered, and the potential of the framework was demonstrated.
And best of all, the study has opened the way for further research in
the area of attitudes with the theoretical framework as the background.
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APIENDIX

A

MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS (z-SCORES)
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APPENDIX

B

ORGANIZATION OF INDIVIDUAL SUBJECTS' ATTITUEES
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TABLB 14
ORGANIZATION OF INDIVIDUAL FEMALE SUBJECTS'
ATTITUDES TOWARD NATIONAL DEFENSE
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TABLE 15
ORGANIZATION OP INDIVIDUAL MALE SUBJECTS'
ATTITUDES TOWARD NATIONAL DEFENSE
College 1
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+
+
+
+
+
-

College 3
Act.
+ *
+ *
+ *
+ *
+ *
+ *
+ *
+ *
+ *
+ *
+
+
+
+ *
+ *
+ *
+
+ *
+

Aff
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
-

Cog. .
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
-

Graduate
Act.
_ *
_ w
+ *
_ *
+
+
+
_ *
+
+
+
+
_ *

Aff.
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
-

Cog.
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
-

Act.
. *
+
- *
. *
_ *
+
+
. *
+
+
+
_ *
+
+
+
- »
+
+
+
+

* Subjects who have well-organized attitudes.
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TABLE

16

ORGANIZATION OF INDIVIDUAL FEMALE SUBJECTS'
ATTITUDES TOWARD POLITICS
College 1

Graduate

College 3

Aff

Coe.

Act.

Aff .

Coe •

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
—

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
•

+
+
+
+
_
+
+
+
+
_
+
+
+
+
+
+
_

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
—

*
*
*

*

*
*

*
*
*
*

Act.
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
_
+
_
+
+
_
+
+
+
+
+
+
_
+
_

*
*
*
*
*
*

*
*

Aff.

Coe.

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
•

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

Act.
_ *
+
+ *
. *
+
+
+
+ *
+ *
+
+
+
+ *
_ *
+
+
_ »
•

* Subjects who have well-organized attitudes.
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TABLE 17
ORGANIZATION OF INDIVIDUAL MALE SUBJECTS'
ATTITUDES TOWARD POLITICS
College 1
Aff.

Cog.

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
-

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

-

-

+
+
+

+
+
+
+

-

-

_

+
+
+
+

+

—

-

+

Graduate

College 3
Act.

Aff

Cog.

Act.

Aff

Cog.

Act.

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
_
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
-

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

_
+
_
_
+
_
+
_
-

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
-

-

-

+
_
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
_
+

*
*

*
*
*
*

*

-

*

+
+
+
—

-

+
—

«

*

*
*

*

*

-

-

+
+
_ *

+
+
—

-

+
+
+
—

* Subjects who have well-organized attitudes.
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TABLE 18
ORGANIZATION OF INDIVIDUAL FEMALE SUBJECTS'
ATTITUDES TOWARD RELIGION
College i
Aff
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

Cog.
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

Graduate

College 3
Act.
+
_ *
+
_ *
+
_ *
_ *
+
+ *
+ *
+
+
+
+
_ *
+
+
+ *
+
+
+ *

Aff.
•
•
•
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
—

Cog.
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

Act.
_ *
+
+
+
_ *
_ *
+
+
+
+
+ *
+ *
_ *
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
_ *
_ *
+
-

Aff.
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

Cog.
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

* Subjects who have well-organized attitudes.
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TABLE 19
ORGANIZATION OF INDIVIDUAL MALE SUBJECTS'
ATTITUDES TOWARD RELIGION
College 3

College 1
Aff.

Gog.

Act.

-

-

-

-

-

-

+
+

-

-

_

-

+

+

*

*

»

Aff.
-

Cog.
+

-

-

-

+
+

-

-

-

-

.

-

-

-

-

-

+

-

-

-

+

+
+
+

-

-

-

-

+
+
+

-

-

-

-

+
+
+
+
+
+

+
+

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

+
+
+
+
+

-

+
+
+
+
+
+

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

+
+

-

-

-

-

*

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

_

*

-

+
+

-

-

-

+
+
+

+
+

-

-

-

-

+ *
+ *
+

-

+
+
+

-

+

+
+
+
+

-

+
+

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

+

-

-

-

-

*

Act.
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+ *
+ *
+
+
+
+

-

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

+
+

*

Graduate

-

-

Aff
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

Cog.

Act.

-

+
-

+
-

-

+
+ *
+
+ *
+

-

-

-

-

-

+
+
+
+
+
+

+
+ *
-

+ *
+ *
+ *

-

-

-

-

-

-

+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+

-

-

-

+
+
+
+
-

-

+

+

-

-

+
+

-

* Subjects who have well-organized attitudesc
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INTERCORRELATION MATRICES FOR THE ATTITUDE COMPONENTS
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TABLE 21

o

INTERCORBELATION MATRIX

FOR THE

ATTITUIS COMPONENTS

OF COLLEGE 1 MALES

8
■D
Affective

(O '

O
3

Cognitive

CD

-.180

.461

Politics Affective

.034

.011

-.0 2 7

CD

Cognitive

-.2 0 9

.087
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Q.

Action

-.147

-.3 4 7
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-.083

-.3 2 6

Affective
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-.0 6 6
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INTERCORBELATION MATRIX

FOR THE ATTITUDE COMPONENTS

OF

COLLEGE 3 MAIES

CD

g
;o

Religion

cii3
CD

3
.
3

Politics

Affective
Cognitive

.313

Action

.266

-.3 0 2

Affective

.592

.701

-.0 01

Cognitive

.016

.222

.222

.317

Action

-.024

-.3 5 9

-.2 0 6

-.2 4 5

.023

Affective

-.391
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-.144
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-.0 9 8
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T-SCORE MEANS FOR SUBJECT GROUPS
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TABLE 26

8
5
C5ZT

T-SGORE MEANS

13

FOR SUBJECT GROUPS

College 1

CD

Females

C
3.
national Oafenaa

Males

College 3
Females

Males

Graduate
Females

Males

52.1

53.1

50.8

51.4

50.5

45.6

Cognitive

51.0

54.3

51.1

51.4

53.6

50.8

Affective

47.9

51.3

54.1

53.9

50.3

55.3

Cognitive

49.6

54.9

52.3

48.9

50.6

47.7

Affective

44.5

46.9

46.1

45.2

58.2

51.1

Cognitive

50.7

51.8

50.6

52.6

50.0

51.1

CD

"O

IC

g
o

Politics
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Q .

O
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MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF RAW SCORES
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(/)
o"

3
O

MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF RAW SCORES, COLLEGE 1 STUDENTS

Females

Attitude Components

Males

8
"O
X

S

X

S

National Defense - Action

10.27

3 .O8

11.00

3.93

Politics - Action

10.73

3.02

1 2.00

4.02

Religion - Action

19.70

4 .3 9

19.87

4.87

National Defense - Affective

26.63

6.27

31.17

3.22

Politics - Affective

25.52

3.90

27.03

5.79

Religion - Affective

28.27

8 .1 5

25.17

7 .6 8

National Defense - Cognitive

135.57

14.17

134.67

23.91

Politics - Cognitive

117.97

26.70

133.30

11.26

Religion - Cognitive

125.87

24.40

123.03

22.34

CO"

3"

i

3
CD

3
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TABLE 28
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MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF RAW SCORES, COLLEGE 3 STUDENTS

Females

Attitude Components

Males

8
■D
X

s

X

National Defense - Action

10.60

2 .2 5

9.1 3

1.98

Politics - Action

12.10

2.5 8

10.00

1.86

Religion - Action

21.00

3.46

23.67

1.69

National Defense - Affective

26.20

4.9 2

28.53

3 .5 9

Politics - Affective

28.27

2 .9 4

29.23

3 .9 4

Religion - Affective

29.57

7.56

23.43

6 .1 5

National Defense - Cognitive

130.97

23.59

118.40

34.19

Politics - Cognitive

126.03

25.56

110.33

39.14

Religion - Cognitive

121.53

32.60

125.40

22.56
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TABLE 29
MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF RAW SCORES. GRADUATE STUDENTS

C52
1
3
CD

3.

Females

Attitude Components

Males

X

S

X

S

National Defense - Action

12.13

3.03

10.43

2.91

Politics - Action

11.40

3 .22

11.60

1.99

Religion - Action

20.20

3.19

22.00

2.61

National Defense - Affective

27.50

3.20

26.93

3 .1 5

Politics - Affective

26.53

3 .0 4

26.50

3 .4 4

Religion - Affective

40.00

3.73

43.53

4 .0 7

National Defense - Cognitive

141.40

14.18

122.90

26.25

Politics - Cognitive

126.77

12.96

124.57

10.70

Religion - Cognitive

127.20

15.03

125.27

14.63
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MEASURING INSTRUMENT
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Affective Component

Instructions

In the following are a number of statements

some of which represent extreme opinions.
ferent opinions about such statements.

People have dif

Estimate to what ex

tent you agree or disagree with each statement and indicate
your opinion on the answer sheet as follows:
A - strongly agree
B - agree
C - uncertain
D - disagree
E - strongly disagree
1.

Sometimes I feel that it is immaterial how one lives one's life.

2.

The church overemphasizes the importance of awstreness of one's
sinfulness.

3»

Want and misery are mainly due to people's own inactivity.

4.

It is important for students to think about social and polit
ical matters.

5»

Compulsory military service is the best method to maintain the
strength of the armed forces at an optimum level.

6.

Sometimes I feel that there are no values in the world in
which to believe.

7» Reflecting on religious questions is harmful to youth.
___

8. Too much of the national income is spent on Social Security.
9. Participation in the activities of political orgéuiizations
is important for students.

_ _ 10.

Patriotism is the prime virtue of a citizen.

_ _ 11.

Sometimes I feel I do not know what is r i ^ t and what is wrong.
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12.

Strengthening the position of the church would have harmful
consequences.

13 . An ordinsury citizen cannot do anything to prevent juvenile

delinquency.
14.

Only social climbers seek national and local positions of trust.

15 . The abuse of patriotism can be distasteful opportunism.
16 .

It is more difficult at present than before to find a view
of life which would give a solid footing.

17 . Christianity is not any better than any of the other great

religions.
18.

Increasing social security is the most important task of
society.

19 .

Politicians do not indulge in cheating and chicanery.

20.

Only one's national culture is vital for the individual.

21.

It is a truth that no person can be trusted completely.

_ _ 22.

Conscience is the best guide of life.

2 3 . The main result of social aid is an increase in laziness and

inactivity.
24.

A membership card of a political party is the best guarantee
of promotion in one's career.

25.

Not enough attention is paid to the honorable past of
our nation in our schools.

26.

Nowadays, if one wants to keep hope, it is better not to think
of the future.

27.

It is not an important thing in life to prepare oneself for
eternal life.

28.

The duty of the state is to give everyone medical aid.

29 .

The active functioning of political parties is the best safe
guard of democracy.

30 .

Fanatic partriots

can do more harm than good.

___ 3 1 . The position of the individual in today's society is getting
continually worse.
32.

The church never had very much to give man.
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___ 33.

Tramps and bums do not deserve either sympathy or help from
society.

_ _ 3 4 . Those who scon forget their former speeches and promises
get along best in politics.
_ _ 3 5 . Neglect of the armed forces is a national crime.
3 6 . Those in leeuling positions are not interested in the problems

of the common man.
3 7 . The church has too much power in our educational system.

_ _ 3 8 . Society has no duties toward the old; taking care of them is
the duty of their children.
39.

Persons who are successful in political affairs are also
capable in other fields of life.

40.

Patriotism is something of the past.

___ 41.
42.

Most people do not care a bit for others.
The majority of clergymen do not believe what they preach.

4 3 . Social security benefits is one of the best accomplishments

of our legislation.
44.

Congress functions much more effectively them one could con
clude from the way newspapers write emd people talk about
it.

4 5 . The American soldier belongs to the world's best.

46.

The princples in which I believe are considerably different
from other people's principles.

4 7 . The Bible is Jewish folklore rather them divine communication.

48.

The system of property taxes and hesJ.th insurance are excessive
burdens to the members of our society.

_____ 4 9 . The political life of our country is not nearly so dissonant
and unsound as it is often maintained.
5 0 . The U.S. is the most powerful country in the world.
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Cognitive Component
Instructions

The following list contains a number of things

which people consider important to some degree.

Estimate

how important each of these is to you.
A - Extremely important
B - Quite important
C - Undecided
D - Not very important
B - Not at all important
1.

Adaption to the interaction between people.

2.

Freedom of thought, opinion, and behavior.

3.

Encouragement of developments and reforms.

4.

Maintaining high morals.

5.

To be master of one's own time.

6.

Interaction of individuals regardless of their social status.

7.

VeLLuation of knowledge and truth.

8.

Respect for the personality of individuals.

9.

Personal relation to God.

10.

To each individual the kind of education he wants.

11.

Respect for traditions.

12.

Self-discipline (control of one's desires and feelings).

13.

Freedom to express different religious ideas.

14.

Valuation of devotion and reverence.

15 .

Prosperity of all citizens.
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_ _ l6.

Valuation of asthetic beauty.

17 . Complete independence in making one's decisions.

___ 18 . Forming a cleeur picture of the world.
19 . Valuation of the uniqueness of one's own culture.

20.

Owning property.

21.

Independence of other people's attitudes and opinions.

___ 22.

Freedom to critize the authorities.

2 3 . To he held in esteem ty other people.

24. Equality of teacher and pupil.
2 5 . Each individual to be educated according to his abilities.
26 . Valuation of ethical and moral principles.
2 7 . Manifestation of a consistent view of life.

____ 2 8 . Protecting oneself against the outer world and other people.
2 9 . Valuation of social status.
30 . Complete independence of one's native country.
31 . Equality of all races and nations.
3 2 . Respect for the authority of teachers and leaders.

33" Material well-being of individuals.
3 4 . Accepteuice of any other individuals.

35* Spreading Christianity all over.
36.

Inviolability of one's private matters and personal opinions.

____ 37 . Freedom to express affection suid hostility.
3 8 . Friendship among people.
3 9 . Valuation of international cooperation and commitments.

___ 40.

Success and promotion in one's career.
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II Part
A.

Estimate how in your opinion supporting national defense

influences the attainment of the goals presented below.
A - Prevents the attainment of the goal
B - Has no effect or helps very little
C - Helps to some extent
D - Quite helpful
E - Very helpful
1.

Freedom of thought, opinion, and behavior.

2.

Encouragement of developments and reforms.

3.

Maintaining high morals.

4.

Interaction of individuals regardless of their social status.

5.

Respect for the personality of individuals.

6.

Personal relation to God.

7. Respect for traditions.
8.

Freedom to express different religious ideas.

9. Valuation of devotion and reverence.
10. Prosperity of all citizens.
11.

Complete independence in making one's decisions.

12.

Valuation of the uniqueness of one's own culture.

13 . Freedom to criticize the authority.

14. To be held in esteem by other people.
15 . Complete independence of one's native country.
16 . Equality of all races and nations.
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17•

Material well-being of individuals.

16 .

Freedom to express affection and hostility.

19.

Friendship among people.

20.

Valuation of international cooperation and commitments.

B.

Estimate what effect in your opinion participation in

political activities has on the attainment of the following
goals.
A - Prevents the attainment of the goal
B - Has no effect or helps very little
C - Helps to some extent
D - Quite helpful
E - Very helpful
1.

Adaption to the interaction between people.

2.

Freedom of thought, opinion, and behavior.

3.

Encouragement of developments and reforms.

4.

Maintaining high morals.

5.

Interaction of individuals regardless of their social status.

6.

Respect for traditions.

7 . Freedom to express different religious ideas.

8.

Prosperity of all citizens.

9.

Complete independence in making one's decisions.

10.

Valuation of the uniqueness of one's own culture.

11. Owning property.
12. Freedom to criticize the authorities.
13 . To be held in esteem by other people.

14. Valuation of ethical and moral principles.
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15. Valuation of social status.
___ l6.

Freedom to express affection and hostility.

_ _ 17. Friendship among people.
l8. Success eind promotion in one's career.
___ 19. Valuation of devotion and reverence.
20. Valuation of international cooperation éind commitments.

C.

Estimate what effect, in your opinion, attending services

and religious meetings has on the attainment of the follow
ing goals.
A - Prevents the attainment
B - Has no effect
C - Helps to some extent
D - Quite helpful
E - Very helpful
1. Adaptation to the interaction between people.
2. Freedom of thought, opinion, and behavior..
3. Maintaining high morals.
4. Interaction of individuals regardless of their social status.
5* Valuation of knowledge and truth.
6. Freedom to express different religious ideas.
7. Valuation of devotion and reverence.
___

8. Valuation of asthe tic beauty.

____ 9. Forming a clear picture of the world.
10. To be held in esteem by other people.
___ 11. Manifestation of a consistent view of life.
12. Valuation of social status.
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13•

Complete independence of one's native country.

l4.

Acceptance of any other people.

15*

Spreading Christianity all over.

16 . Success and promotion in one's career.
17.

Respect for traditions.

18 . Prosperity of all citizens.
19.

Equality of all races and nations.

20.

Freedom to express affection and hostility.

Conative Component
Instructions

Please read each statement carefully.

Circle

the letter whose correspondent statement best completes or
best answers it.
1.

I attend a church service
A - sdmost every week
B - at least once a month
C -

several times each year

D -

once or twice each year

E - hardly ever.
2.

Have you acted as a collector in any charity collections
during the year?
A - yes
B - no

3.

How many times have you attended political discussions during
the past year?
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A - not once
B - once
C - 2-3 times
D - 4-5 times
E - more than 3 times
4.

How many times have you attended patriotic festivals,
national or local?
A - not once
B - once
G - 2-3 times
D - 4-5 times
E - more that 5 times

5-

Do you act as an instructor in some voluntary' organization
(scouting, Bible School, etc)?
A - yes
B - no

6.

I partake of the Lord's Supper (Communion)
A - more than once each year
B - about once each year
C - about once intwo

years

D - less than once in two years
E - not at all
7.

Have you acted, during the past year as the organizer or
performer on some occasion meant for the old, inveü.ids, or
sick?
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A - more than 5 tines
B - 4-5 times
C — 2—3 times
D - once
E - not at all
8.

Are you, at present, a memher of some political organization?
A - yes
B - no

9.

How many times during the past year have you acted as a
volunteer on organizing patriotic festivals?
A - more than 5 times
B - 4-5 times
C - 2-3 times
D - once
E - not at all

10.

How many times have you borrowed and read a political mag
azine in the past year?
A - more than 5 times
B - 4-5 times
C - 2-3 times
D - once
E - not at all.
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11.

I attend religious meetings (other than the main service).
A - almost every week
B - at least once each month
C - several times each year
D - once or twice each year
E - hardly ever

12.

Are you a present a member of an organization that helps
support the poor?
A - yes
B - no

13 . Are you a member of a club or association that deals with

patriotic questions?
A - yes
B - no
14.

How many times, during the past year, have you bought or
borrowed newspapers, books or magazines, to read articles on
politics?
A - whenever I have had the opportunity
B - more than 10 times, but not regularly
C - 6-10 times
D - 2-5 times
E - once or not at all

15 .

How nany times, during the past year, have you listened to
speeches or attended lectures on total national defense or
on the protection of the civil population?
A - more than 5 times
B - 4-5 times
C - 2 -3 times
D - once
B - not at all
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16.

I listen to a taped or broadcast religious talk
A.- almost every week
B - at least once each month
C - several times each year
D - once

ortwice each year

E - hardly ever
17 . Did you give a parcel to a family in need in the past year?

A - yes
B - no
18 . Are you a member of a social club, or are you committed to

one?
A - yes
B - no
19 . How many times during the past year have you tried to "convert"

a friend of yours to become a supporter of your own political
ideas?
A - more that 5 times
B - 4-5 times
C - 2-3 times
D - once
E - not at all
20.

How often have you, during the past year, attended speeches,
or lectures on natioral defense, national, culture, etc.
A - more than 5 times
B - 4-5 times
C - 2-3 times
D - once
E - not at all
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21.

Have you during the past year joined any common enterprise
to help people in need?
A - yes
B - no

22.

In what way do you take part in the activities of the
religious group with whom you associate most often?
A - I take a active part in them.
B - I participate in them, sometimes
C - I often attend them
D - I attend them every now and then
E - not at all

23.

Have you taken an active part in the organization of a
political campaign (in the form of stickers, meetings, etc.)?
A - yes
B - no

24.

Do you usually try to see military parades, if you have a
chance?
A - yes
B - no

25.

Have you written or read out a paper on questions of national
defense or culture during the past year?
A - yes
B - no
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Measurement of Arousal
Instructions

Please consider how much you have thought

about the following questions with your friends or by your
self.
A - very often
B - often
C - sometimes
D - seldom
E - never
1.

The idea of sin.

2.

The socialization of production machinery.

3.

The position of the old.

4.

The arms expenditure for nationaldefense.

5*

The behavior of students outside

6.

Young people and religious matters.

7.

The development of society.

8.

The care of the poor.

9.

The history of the United States.

of schools.

10.

Teaching and education.

11.

The position of the church in society.

12.

Capitalism and communism.

13.

The doctrines of Christianity.

14.

The raising of a national spirit.

15*

Discipline at school.
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. ■ 16.

The doctrines of Christianity.

____ 17»

The activities of Congress.

___ 18.

Questions about child abuse.

___ 19*

The spreading of American ideas abroad.

___ 20.

Juvenile delinquency.

21. Conscience.
___ 22.

National and local elections.

2 3 . The problems of the rural parts of the country.

_____ 24.

Protection of the civil population.

2 5 . Advantages and disadvantages of the teaching profession.
2 6 . Life after death.
2 7 . Taxation.
2 8 . Unemployment.
2 9 . Compulsory military service.
3 0 . Ibxents and home-education.

If you have any comments you yould like to make, please use
the space provided below.

Thank you very much!
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